
From the desk

Welcome to the first issue of
the 'TRAFFIC Post' - a quarterly
newsletter of TRAFFIC India.
This newsletter also marks the come
back of TRAFFIC India.

The TRAFFIC Network is a joint
conservation programme of

TRAFFIC was established in 1976, since
when it has developed into a worldwide network with a considerable
international reputation for helping to identify and address
conservation challenges linked to wildlife trade.

TRAFFIC came to India in 1991, operating as a division of WWF
India. It worked closely with the National and the State Governments
and various agencies to help study, monitor and influence action to
curb illegal wildlife trade. For various reasons, the office had to shut
down in 2002. It resumed work once again in December 2006.
WWF and TRAFFIC are committed to work together with government
agencies, NGOs, and all like minded individuals to curb illegal
wildlife trade that has become a growing threat to our natural
treasures.

As a specialist organisation monitoring wildlife trade issues, TRAFFIC
India has an important contribution to make in the country.

'TRAFFIC Post' is a TRAFFIC India's quarterly newsletter conceived to
highlight the burning issues related to illegal wildlife trade. It also
aims to update its readers on TRAFFIC India's efforts in this cause.
You can also look forward to reading about emerging issues on
wildlife trade trends through the sections called TRAFFIC 'Alert' and
'In Focus'.

We look forward to your valued inputs on how to make this
publication even better. Let's work together to help ensure that trade
in wild plants and animals is not a threat to the conservation of
nature in India.

Yours in conservation,
Ravi Singh
SG & CEO
WWF-India

WWF the
global conservation organization and
IUCN-The World Conservation Union.
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Tigers today are threatened with extinction. One of the primary
threats to their survival is illegal trade in bone and other body parts
used for Traditional Chinese Medicines. The illegal trade in skins

for clothing is also a growing threat.

China's existing policy-a complete trade ban, implemented in 1993- has
been vital to protecting Tigers in the wild. However, Tiger farms across
China continue to house over 4,000 Tigers in their farms. Tiger farming in
China is also supported by Article 17 of their Wildlife Protection Law, 1988
which says that the state shall encourage domestication and breeding of
wildlife. Reports have indicated that the Tiger farms are getting huge
amounts of funding for their captive breeding programme for restocking
tigers in the wild. The Tiger carcasses are being refrigerated at present in
the hope that one day the domestic ban will be lifted and these could be
sold legally.

In order to create awareness in civil society and request the Indian
Government to take up the cause of the wild Tigers during the CITES
meeting, WWF-India and TRAFFIC India had organised a press conference
in New Delhi on May 16, 2007 which was also attended by the
International Tiger Coalition partners from India.

The conference helped to generate interest and awareness about Tiger conservation. During the conference, the Indian
delegates spoke strongly about the impact of the lifting of this ban in China in other countries and especially in India,
where there is already a struggle for better enforcement and protection of Tiger habitat.

Therefore, there was a strong belief that China will lobby to
re-open its trade domestically during the Conference of the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) of Wild Fauna and
Flora, to be held in June 2007 in Netherlands.

WWF-India and TRAFFIC organise a press
conference to highlight issues related to Tiger conservation

CITES rejects lifting of the ban on Tiger trade

TRAFFIC september 2007POST
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ITES is an inter-governmental treaty to regulate wildlife trade. It aims to ensure that international trade in
specimens of wild animals and plants does not threaten their survival. It is one of the most successful international
conventions and has 172 countries party to it. India has been its members since 1976.

The 14th meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES COP14) was recently held at The Hague in the Netherlands from June 3 to 15, 2007. Samir
Sinha, Head-TRAFFIC India attended the CoP 14 as member of the TRAFFIC delegation.

The meeting was a significant milestone in international cooperation to strengthen support for Tiger conservation. Three
countries with wild Tigers India, Nepal and Bhutan were joined by the United States in calling on China to phase out the
country's privately run “Tiger farms” that presently house over 4,000 of these big cats. These farms have been pushing the
Chinese government to allow legal trade in Tiger parts. The pressure brought on was fruitful and the 172 member
countries of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) adopted a strong Tiger trade decision
by consensus. “Tigers should not be bred for their parts or derivatives” was the unequivocal message from the forum. This
is expected to have a significant positive impact on the future of wild Tigers.
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WWF-India and TRAFFIC launch a
'Signature Campaign' for the Tigers

in the wild

W
WF-India and TRAFFIC have initiated a 'Signature Campaign' to
draw nationwide attention to the plight of the Tiger. The campaign
aims at reaching out to the multitudes of Tiger and nature lovers in

the country, while simultaneously hoping to drive home the point, that it
could be 'now or never' for the Indian Tiger.

The campaign was launched at the Secretariat, WWF-India in New Delhi.
Schoolchildren, Tiger lovers, eminent conservationists and WWF affiliates
such as the Indian members of The International Tiger Coalition (an alliance
of 35 organizations representing more than 100 organizations across the
globe, united under the common aim of stopping trade in Tiger parts and
products from all sources) were present at the launch.
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Mr. Samir Sinha, Head,
TRAFFIC-India who was
present at the meeting
adds, “It was truly
rewarding to see India
speaking out strongly and
courageously for its wild
Tigers. Hopefully, this will
translate into more strong
and concerted efforts on
the ground for the
conservation of our
national animal”.

The Tiger debate during the
CITES meeting has been
captured in a publication
called 'The Roar of the

Tiger'. This publication was recently released by TRAFFIC India at a press
conference organised jointly by the Indian members of The International
Tiger Coalition in New Delhi on August 3, 2007. The publication can be
viewed at .www.wwfindia.org
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The ‘Roar of the Tiger': This publication tries to capture the essence of
the Tiger debate that took place during the 14 meeting of the
Conference of Parties. Voices rung clear that it is important to urge China
to continue with the ban on Tiger trade, and not allow trade in their
parts in any part of the world. During the meeting, India was vocal on
the issue to save the Tigers, and keen to take proactive measures for the
benefit of Tiger conservation in our country. It said that, “Open sale of
Tiger body parts through farmed specimens is detrimental to the
survival of an umbrella species like Tiger, which is symbolic of the well
being of an ecosystem. Therefore we strongly urge the Parties to desist
from the idea of captive breeding of Tiger and phase out all such
programs in the interest of wild Tigers.”

The significance of the debate was set not only by what was introduced
and finally adopted on the floor of the committee by the respective
parties but also in the statements and remarks made by them during the
course of the debate. One of the key messages on this important
international forum was that “Tiger should not be bred for their parts or
derivatives.

th

TRAFFIC ‘Alert’

R
ed Sanders confiscated
in Chennai

Directorate of Revenue Intelligence
officials had seized 37 tonnes of Red
Sanders from three containers meant
for export at the Chennai port in
August 2007. The estimated value of
the seized goods was around Rs1.5
crores and was on their way to China
and Malaysia. A similar seizure also
took place in the month of July 2007
where the Officers of Directorate of
Revenue Intelligence had seized
10.204 tonnes of Red Sanders from
an export container at the Chennai
airport. The estimated cost of this
consignment was around Rs 62 lakhs.
The Red Sanders were on their way
to Singapore.

On April 18, 2007, the police in
Nepal seized nearly 7 tonnes of Red
Sanders near its border with Tibet.
Hidden under mounds of rice, the
cargo was being moved from India to
China via Nepal.

TRAFFIC India adds.......

Red Sanders is a
hard wood that is mainly found in the
Southern parts of the Eastern Ghats.
It is valued for its natural scent and
its oil that is used to make perfumes.
The export of Red anders in the log
form is prohibited in India.

Red Sanders is largely smuggled to
Japan but recent reports have
indicated that China is the new
emerging market for the trade.

Recent seizure of 200 tonnes of Red
Sanders in Nepal has indicated that
the transport of this timber from the
Southern States to the North Eastern
states of India and further ahead to
Nepal and beyond is a new trend in
illegal trade of this species.

Pterocarpus santalinus

S

http://www.hindu.com/2007/08/16/stories/2
007081654400500.htm
http://www.hindu.com/thehindu/holnus/00
4200707261550.htm
http://www.indiaenews.com/nepal/2007041
9/48030.htm
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Also at the event, WWF-India
displayed a Tiger mosaic on
the Secretariat building. This
mosaic is a product of an
international campaign that
ran on websites, prior to the
latest Convention on
International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora (CITES).
Having received over 20,000
pictures from over 150
countries of which India
was amongst the top ten
contributors -- the mosaic
symbolizes the power of
visual imagery, and global
concern for the Tiger.

The 'Signature Campaign' aims to create support for Tiger conservation and
urge the Government to take immediate action. “Protecting Tigers in the wild is
not only on the top of the agenda of a handful of conservationists and NGOs but
is the also wish of the larger populace. This 'Signature Campaign' will help to
reinstate this resolve that will go a long way in protecting the Tiger in the wild,”
adds Samir Sinha, Head-TRAFFIC India.

The guests of honor at the event were the frontline staff of the forest who
patrol the protected areas with minimal equipment.

“Clearly, our government needs to be as effective towards on-the-ground
measures as it was in lobbying at the global platform to save the Tiger and its
landscapes. People, too must spread the word, and do their bit to save the
Tiger.” said Ravi Singh, Secretary General and CEO, WWF-India.

This helped to draw
attention towards the hundreds of key field positions including the forest
guard positions that are lying vacant. In the past, there has been no or very
little new recruitment which means that we have an ageing force fighting to
protect our wildlife.

TRAFFIC september 2007POST

Traders convicted for
bird trade

In the month of August 2007, a
court in New Delhi sentenced a
man to three-years of rigorous
imprisonment for indulging in
illegal trade of rare species of birds
15 years ago. The accused, a
resident of Jama Masjid was found
guilty under the Wildlife
(Protection) Act of 1972 and was
also slapped a fine of Rs.25,000. He
was arrested by sleuths of the
Special Cell near Jama Masjid on
September 17, 1992 and was in
possession of 25 Rose-ringed
Parakeets, seven Black-headed
Munias and 73 other Munias.

TRAFFIC ‘Alert’

TRAFFIC India upscales its effort to
curb illegal wildlife trade

In India, there is a stringent legal framework to curb illegal wildlife trade.
However, poachers and traders are rapidly changing their modus
operandi, thus posing new challenges for the Government and the

enforcement agencies. TRAFFIC India whose mandate is to strengthen
enforcement and protection has been working with the Forest Department
and other enforcement agencies, by equipping them with skills to curb illegal
wildlife trade.

Over the last few months, TRAFFIC India has organised four workshops on
'Combating Illegal Wildlife Trade with a special reference to 'Asian Big Cats'
all across India. One such workshop was held in Gangtok, Sikkim on May 21
and 22, 2007; at Guwahati, Assam on May 24 and 25, 2007; at the
Ranthambore Tiger Reserve, Rajasthan on July 13 & 14, 2007 and in
Mudumulai Wildlife Sanctuary, Tamil Nadu on July 27 & 28, 2007. These
workshops were organised in association with the respective State Forest
Departments.
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TRAFFIC India adds.......

Illegal trade in birds has become
rampant in India. Parakeets, Munias,
Weavers and Patridges top the chart of
the most commonly traded wild birds
in India.

This conviction might be perhaps one
of the first time that a bird trader has
been sentenced to three years of
imprisonment for trading in
endangered birds. This should now
become an exemplary for similar cases
involving bird trade in India.

In India, the Wildlife (Protection) Act,
1972 prohibits hunting and trading of
all Indian birds. In 1990, a ban was
further imposed on the export of live
birds from India and a year later local
trade in birds was also banned.
Presently, there is no restriction on the
domestic sale of exotic species that
have been bred in captivity in India.
This is where the law is being
brazenly flouted by some
unscrupulous traders. Traders have
devised ingenious ways of
camouflaging endangered Indian birds
in myriad colours so that they look
exotic and pass off as captive-bred
exotic birds.

http://www.hindu.com/2007/08/06/stories/20070
80651640300.htm



The main focus of these workshops was to discuss wildlife trade issues from a
local, regional and national perspective as well as for building capacity to curb
wildlife trade.

Many a times the wildlife cases in India have failed to deliver desired results.
One of the key reasons for this failure can be attributed to the lack of in-depth
knowledge and understanding of the wildlife laws by the enforcement agencies.

Training was imparted on these
legal and technical aspects that
are required to strengthen legal
standing on cases pertaining to
wildlife. These workshops are
an outcome of a 'Training
Needs Assessment' meeting
organised by TRAFFIC India in
the month of March 2007
where representatives from
Wildlife Institute of India, CBI,
ITBP, CITES Management
Authority, Police, Forest
Department, military
intelligence, Customs and
LNJN National Institute of
Criminology and Forensic
Sciences had come together to

identify gaps in handling wildlife trade. The lack of capacity among the Forest
Department and other enforcement agencies was identified as one of the main
issues.

The response to these workshops was overwhelming. Over two hundred
officials have been trained in these workshops. These include representatives
from the Forest Department, Indian Army, ITBP (Indo-Tibetan Border Police)
Customs and Police officials.

TRAFFIC september 2007POST
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S
ea Horses seized in
Chennai

Customs officials at the Chennai airport
seized 32 kg of dried Sea Horses in
March 2007. These were brought to the
airport for despatch to Bangkok by a
Thai Airways flight. As per CITES, the
Sea Horse, belonging to
species, is an endangered animal listed
in Schedule I of the Wildlife
(Protection) Act, 1972, and any kind of
trade in it is prohibited under
international law.

Another big seizure of smuggled Sea
Horses that took place was by the
Directorate of Revenue Intelligence
(DRI) in July of 2004. The Sea Horses
were seized from a Singapore-bound
vessel at Chennai port and were worth
Rs 13.44 crore in the international
market and Rs 2.68 crore in the
domestic market. The quantity of
seizure was a surprise to the
authorities. This confirmed their doubt
that the commercial exploitation of sea
horses had increased.

Hippocampus

TRAFFIC India adds.......

Sea Horses from India find a ready market
in many South-East Asian countries. They
are poached along the Palk Bay and Gulf of
Mannar coasts and are illegally exported to
South-East Asian countries, where people
believe these have medicinal, particularly,
aphrodisiac properties, apart from being a
cure for asthma and kidney ailments. The
volume of dried Sea Horse trade from India
was estimated to be 9.75 t as derived from
catch data in 2001, which was much higher
than official statistics of 4.34 t during 2001-
2002, suggesting the major part of the
exports might be through non-conventional
means and goes undeclared.

Many a times dried Sea Horses are
smuggled along with dry chillies to curb its
smell. Also they resemble closely to the
dried chillies and are often traded illegally
under the name of “guntur chilli”.

As per CITES, the Sea Horse, belonging to
species , is an endangered
animal listed in Schedule I of the Wildlife
(Protection) Act, 1972, and any kind of trade
in it is prohibited under the international
law.

Hippocampus
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TRAFFIC India joins hands with
Disney Adventures magazine

TRAFFIC India has collaborated with Disney Adventures magazine to
spread awareness among children on issues related to illegal wildlife
trade. This tie up will allow TRAFFIC India to reach out to over 40,000

children every month and especially in those areas where
wildlife trade and crime issues are at the
centre stage. To encourage
children's interest and
participation, TRAFFIC
India has also offered to
give away prizes for a quiz
on wildlife trade in every
issue of this magazine for
the coming six months.

A small alert on illegal trade
in butterflies has already
been featured in the August
edition of Disney Adventures
in India. The first issue of the
TRAFFIC India's quiz in the
magazine has also hit the
stands.

http://www.wpsi-india.org/news/10042007.php
http://www.tribuneindia.com/2004/20040919/spectrum/
main2.htm
Fisheries Management and Ecology, Volume 12 Issue 4 Page
269-273, August 2005 , K. R. SALIN, T. M. YOHANNAN, C.
MOHANAKUMARAN NAIR (2005)
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TRAFFIC and SACEP signal intention to curb illegal
wildlife trade in South Asia

July 22, 2007: The South Asian Co-operative Environment
Programme (SACEP) has signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with TRAFFIC, to enlist the wildlife trade

network's assistance in building a regional network for ensuring
the sustainability of legal wildlife trade and for tackling wildlife
crime in South Asia.

The South Asian network will be modelled on the highly successful
ASEAN Wildlife Enforcement Network (ASEAN-WEN), an inter-
governmental initiative which has brought ten Southeast Asia
governments together to combat wildlife crime. TRAFFIC is
continuing to work with Wildlife Alliance (formerly known as
WildAid), via a cooperative partnership with USAID, to provide
technical assistance to government agencies that are implementing
ASEAN-WEN.

"TRAFFIC was instrumental in helping establish the ASEAN
Wildlife Enforcement Network in Southeast Asia, and we're
delighted to be able to call upon their assistance for building a
similar network in South Asia," said Dr Arvind Boaz, Director
General of SACEP.

"TRAFFIC is delighted to be working with SACEP on this important
initiative in the South Asia region," said Steven Broad, Executive
Director of TRAFFIC.

"It's gratifying to see the success of ASEAN-WEN leading to similar inter-governmental initiatives elsewhere in Asia. It's
a model we hope will be adapted to fit regional contexts worldwide."

Steven Broad of TRAFFIC (left) and Arvind Boaz of
SACEP signed a Memorandum of Understanding

between the two organizations on managing wildlife
trade in South Asia

F
rench charged with
wildlife theft of
insects

Three French nationals were
charged for violating wildlife laws
in Gangtok, the N -E

B
and M

orth astern state
of Sikkim in July 2007. The trio
were held with around 41 insects,
including rare species of utterflies

oths. They also possessed
equipments for collecting and
catching insects. The three youths
who claimed to be students from the
University of Corte, Corsica, France,
pleaded not guilty, saying they were
not aware of local laws.

The authorities deported them to the
West Bengal State after imposing a

fine of Rs. 25000. The government
decided to "relax" the punishment
purely on humanitarian grounds
since the three were young and
unaware of the law.

TRAFFIC India adds.......
Recent seizures have indicated
that the insects in the wild are
not safe anymore. A large
number of Butterflies and Moths
are collected and smuggled to
other countries. Many of these
insects are protected under the
Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972
and some even enjoy the same
legal status as the tiger.

Insects are an important
component of the diversity and
wild gene pool. In the year 2001,
two Russians entomologists
were arrested in the Sikkim in
India, for attempting to smuggle

endangered butterflies, moths
and beetles out of India. The total
weight of the insects seized from
them was close to 21 kilograms.
A rare butterfly in Europe could
fetch up to $ 400.

In the above cited seizure
involving the French Nationals,
it is important to understand
that-

1. There is no provision in the
Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972
to ‘relax’ punishments. The case
was compounded by the State
Government.
2. Ignorance of the law is not
an excuse.

http://www.newkerala.com/
nknews.php?action=fullne
ws&id=49364
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/south
_asia/1485855.stm
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IN FOCUS: Indian Star Tortoise

T
he Indian Star Tortoise has become
one of the most commonly traded wildlife species. In
India, hunting and trade of the species is banned under

the Schedule IV of the Wildlife (Protection) Act 1972. The
international trade of the species is also prohibited under the
Appendix-II of CITES.

Over the years Bangalore, Chennai, Mumbai, Kolkatta, Pune, the Port City of Kandla in the Gulf of Kutch, the
coast of Gujarat and Rajasthan have emerged as common trade points for smuggling the Indian Star Tortoise.
Reports have also indicated three main international trade routes that is Bangalore-Kolkatta-Hongkong; Bombay
to the Middle East and Saurashtra-Kutch-Kandla to the Middle East.

,

Geochelone elegans

Commonly known as Tarewala kachua, Star Tortoises are
threatened by poaching for trade and loss of habitat. Due to their
small sizes, live tortoises can easily be carried around in baggage
with fruits and vegetables. They are often wrongly declared as
fish, crabs and souvenirs. Star Tortoises are either traded for their
meat or for the live pet trade. A significant part of the trade is
meant for the international markets.

Between 2001 and 2004 approximately 7,000 Star Tortoises were
confiscated across India, while 19,000 were recorded to have
been traded internationally with fraudulent papers. In 2005 the
trade hit an all-time high of 9,480 animals. If these are the "legally" traded numbers worldwide, then the numbers
smuggled illegally are definitely several times higher.

Another shocking seizure of the star tortoise in August 2007 is a grim reminder of the volume of this trade. The
Directorate of Revenue Intelligence (DRI) seized 2,016 Star Tortoises, which were being smuggled to Malaysia, at the
Mumbai International Airport on August 24, 2007. The two arrested were booked under the Wildlife (Protection)
Act, 1972 and Customs Act, 1962. Reports suggest that the tortoises were sourced from coastal areas in Tamil Nadu
and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands and were being sent through Mumbai to Malaysia where they fetch a high
price.

“A large number of seizures in the past
indicate the magnitude of the illegal
trade of Indian Star Tortoises,” says
Samir Sinha, Head-TRAFFIC India. “The
legal enforcement does not end with the
offender being caught with the smuggled
tortoises. It is necessary to set up
intelligence to catch the king pins of this
trade.”

http://www.hindu.com/2007/06/02/stories/200
7060202801300.htm
http://www.ptinews.com/pti%5Cptisite.nsf/All
/ABE0FF6E0AB002FD652573410056363
http://www.mumbaimirror.com/net/mmpaper.
aspx?page=article&sectid=35&contenti
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From Roland Melisch, Global Programme
Co-ordinator on “The making of a truly
South Asian Programme of TRAFFIC”

What, according to you, are the key issues in illegal wildlife trade
in India?

What is the purpose of this initiative, “Towards a region: the
making of a truly South Asian Regional Programme”?

What do you plan to achieve through this?

TRAFFIC took its first step towards “ he making of
a truly South Asian Programme” by organizing a
goal setting workshop in New Delhi, India on

7 December 2007. Representatives from South Asian
countries such as Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal and
India participated in this meeting.

Roland Melisch, the Global Programme Co-ordinator, TRAFFIC
International, who is also leading this initiative, talks to TRAFFIC India
about the programme and the illegal wildlife trade scenario.

India is the world's third-largest exporter of medicinal and aromatic plants.
It has a growing consumer market for the world's timber resources and is
the world's second-largest shark-catching nation, despite having little
provision for safeguarding these Tigers of the seas. The current
management schemes are apparently not providing ample incentives to
manage these resources sustainably. There also seems to be a lack of
adequate federal structures to combat organized wildlife crime in India. It
is to be hoped that this will change with the establishment of the National
Wildlife Crime Bureau.

In the past, TRAFFIC has mainly concentrated its efforts in India and on
cross-border trade issues between Nepal and India. Whilst India will
always remain a centre of focus of our work, it is time to establish a more
coherent approach at a regional level, encompassing a bigger proportion of
the eight countries comprising South Asia: Afghanistan, Bangladesh,
Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. During a recent
visit to Pakistan, I have received very sincere signals inviting TRAFFIC to
operate in that country.

Countries neighbouring each other in South Asia face almost similar
challenges and have a lot of problems and opportunities in common.
Therefore TRAFFIC firmly believes that improving networking, co-
operation and co-ordination among countries in South Asia will help to
control wildlife crime. Exchange of experience and knowledge will help to
enhance sustainability levels of trade in wildlife that is legal and crack
down on the wildlife crime gangs operating across borders.

t

- 6 -

Continued on page 2
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Continued from page 1

There are certainly two imminent priorities for improving networking,
cooperation and coordination in South Asia:
a) The exchange of experiences with non-detriment findings for those species
of wildlife that can legally be traded (will enhance the sustainability levels of
legal trade)
b) Better transnational co-operation to combat illegal trade effectively, maybe
through a South Asian wildlife trade enforcement network but this will
certainly be up to the governments to decide.

TRAFFIC India will certainly try to advise policy-makers on better biodiversity
management schemes whereever needed in order to manage wildlife resources
more effectively. They will also provide training and help build capacity of the
enforcement and management agencies to curb illegal and unsustainable trade
in wildlife that is flourishing in the main market hubs.

With my background in Asian otter ecology and conservation, I was puzzled
to hear of and personally see the sheer amount of otter skins confiscated in the
South Asian region, particularly in India, Pakistan, Afghanistan and Nepal.
These freshwater carnivores are already heavily threatened by wetland
conversion and misuse of pesticides. I hope that improved implementation of
national wildlife laws and better regional co-operation will at least help to
minimize the threats posed by poaching and trade.

What, according to you, will be the priority for this programme?

What do you think will be TRAFFIC India's role?

Is there any particular issue you would like to flag?

S
tudents locked horns at a
“Wildlife Quiz” jointly
organized by the National

Zoological Park, New Delhi, WWF-
India and TRAFFIC India on 1
October, 2007. Over 20 schools from
all across Delhi participated in the
quiz competition that put their
knowledge about nature and wildlife
to the test. Spring Dales School,
Dhaula Kuan was declared the
winner while the team from
Chinmaya Vidyalaya School, Vasant
Vihar stood second. The winning
team received a trophy and a

certificate from Shri S. Regupathy, Hon'ble Minister of State for Environment
and Forests, Government of India at an awards ceremony organized on 3
October, 2007.

“The zoo is very happy to have welcomed our young guests during this
competition as also at other events during the Wildlife Week” said Mr. D. N.
Singh, Director, National Zoological Park, New Delhi. “We are hopeful that
this quiz will encourage young adults to think about the future of our natural
resources and become active participants in preserving them.'

The quiz was part of the awareness initiatives undertaken by TRAFFIC India
in the year 2007 to sensitize young minds about illegal wildlife trade and its
detrimental effect on our natural resources.

“Wildlife Quiz” organized to launch
Wildlife Week celebrations

TRAFFIC ‘Alert’

Man held with Cobra
venom

The police arrested a man, with 250 ml
of Cobra snake venom worth INR 1.5
lakh on 19 August, 2007. Police said they
had received a tip-off that a man from
Gujarat with a large quantity of venom
had come to the capital to sell it. They
were also told that he was carrying it in a
negligent manner, thereby endangering
human life. Accordingly, a raid was
conducted and the accused was arrested
from Shakti Nagar Chowk, Roop Nagar
in north Delhi. A bottle containing 250
ml of venom, worth INR 150 000 in
international market was recovered.

On interrogation, Rathod revealed that
he worked as a marketing agent for a
detergent manufacturer in Gujarat,
where he met a medicine dealer, who
promised him a handsome margin if he
obtained Cobra venom. Subsequently,
he got in touch with another agent and
procured the venom that was extracted
from around 1000 snakes.
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TRAFFIC India adds.......
Such seizures indicate that there is an
emerging illegal market for snake venom
across the country. This is astonishing
since the trade in snake venom is
heavily regulated and has a very limited
and niche market.

Snake venom is used to make anti-
venom serum, the only cure for snake
bites. The venom is extracted from
mainly four snakes in India commonly
known as the “Big Four”- obra, rait,
Russels Viper and Saw
scaled Viper . The venom
is injected into horses in increasing
doses and then the blood is drawn and
purified. This serum contains vital
antibodies that help to combat invasion
of venom. Romulus Whitaker in his
book, “Snakeman” 1999 quoted
“Venom is one of the most expensive
natural resources on earth, five to a 1000
times more expensive than gold,
depending on the species”.

c k

Daboia russelii

Echis carinatus

( )

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/rssarticleshow/msi
d-2296621,prtpage-1.cms
http://www.deccanherald.com/Content/Aug212007/na
tional2007082020383.asp
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hahtoosh shawls seized

In one of the biggest hauls in recent
history, a Central Bureau of Investigation
team seized 57 shahtoosh shawls from
three traders who were trying to sell
them to a customer at an up market hotel
in central Delhi in August 2007. The
traders had brought the shawls from
Kashmir to Delhi and had covertly
advertised the products on the internet
to attract foreign buyers.

Another seizure of shahtoosh shawls in
Thailand, throws light on the
international nature of the trade. A
Bangkok luxury store owner, Mr Reyaz
Ahmad Mir, an Indian national from
Kashmir, pleaded guilty to charges of
illegally importing and selling shahtoosh
shawls. He was sentenced to two years
probation and fined USD300. In this
case, the shawls were worth atleast
USD20 000.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=
/earth/2007/08/23/eashah123.xml
http://www.worldwildlife.org/news/displayPR.cfm?
prID=426
http://www.worldwildlife.org/news/displayPR.cfm?
prID=426

The newly constituted Wildlife Crime Control Bureau is in place. The
Bureau was formed last year under the amendment of the Wildlife
Protection Act, 1972 with a mission to curb illegal wildlife trade and to

ensure better protection of wildlife in India. The Bureau now has a Joint
Director, Mr. Ashok Pai, IFS and Deputy Director Mr. P. Subramanium, IFS,
who are working full time for the Bureau. It will soon open its office in Bikaji
Cama Place, New Delhi.

The Ministry of Environment and Forests has also constituted an Advisory
Committee to the Bureau, which includes representatives from various
conservation organizations from all across the country. Samir Sinha, Head-
TRAFFIC India, a member of the committee, attended the first two meetings
that were held on 6 September 2007 and 5 December 2007.

Mr. Sinha adds, “It is important that the Wildlife Crime Control Bureau hits
the ground running and makes a quick impact on addressing organized
wildlife crime. We have offered to provide all possible support required to
achieve these objectives.”

Wildlife Crime Control Bureau
takes shape

On 24 October, 2007 during
the 12 Kailash Sankhala
Lecture held at WWF-India

Secretariat in New Delhi, Mr. Mike
Pandey a renowned filmmaker and
conservationist, launched TRAFFIC
India's “Consumer Awareness
Campaign” with the release of the
leaflet, “Are you committing a
Crime? Think before you buy”.

This communiqué is mainly targeted
towards sensitizing tourists/buyers
about the illegal wildlife trade that
has endangered our wildlife.
TRAFFIC India is hopeful that wide distribution of this leaflet will spread
awareness about the illegal wildlife trade that is threatening the survival of
various species of flora and fauna in India.

“Since the leaflet is largely targeted at the tourists, both domestic and
international, travelling across India, TRAFFIC India hopes to drive home the
point that souvenirs derived from endangered species of wildlife should not
be treated as mementos for carrying home but rather a symbol of the wanton
destruction of our natural habitat.” said Mr. Samir Sinha, Head-TRAFFIC
India.

The leaflet is available in both English and Hindi. For copies of the leaflet
please write to us at TRAFFIC India or download it from our website

th

www.wwfindia.org/traffic
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TRAFFIC ‘Alert’

TRAFFIC India launches its
Consumer Awareness Campaign

TRAFFIC India adds.......
This upsurge is alarming as it indicates
that the traders are becoming bold. It
implies greater threat for the Tibetan
Antelope. A single shahtoosh,
manufactured from the wool of the
endangered Tibetan Antelope, or Chiru

, can fetch huge
profits by the time it reaches affluent
customers in Europe, Nepal or the
United Arab Emirates.

The Tibetan Antelope has become a
fashion victim. There have been reports
confirming that there is unhindered
supply of its wool for Kashmir's weavers
who make these luxurious shawls.
Perhaps three to five animals have to be
killed to provide wool for one shawl. The
very low penalty given to the trader
found guilty of trading in shahtoosh
shawls in Thailand demonstrates the
challenges faced in curbing such
organized international crimes. Unless
punishment for such illegal wildlife
trade is exemplary it will not deter
others from following suit.

Panthelops hodgsonii
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TRAFFIC India along with
WWF-India and the Uttar
Pradesh State Forest

Department organized a trans-border
training programme in Dudhwa Tiger
Reserve on 13, 14 and 15 December
2007. The main aim of the
programme was to enhance the skills
of the Forest Department and other
enforcement agencies that are
working to curb illegal wildlife trade
and also foster closer cooperation
amongst such agencies on both sides
of the Indo Nepal border.

The participants included officials from India and Nepal. From India, there
were representatives from the Forest Departments, Customs, SSB (Seema
Suraksha Bal), Police and the Special Task Force and from Nepal there were
officials from their Army and the Wildlife Department. Training was imparted
on the legal and technical aspects of wildlife enforcement. The participants
were also made aware of the use of technology to fight wildlife crime such as
use of “ Deep Search Metal Detectors” to locate leg traps in the forest.

Trans-border training programme
to curb illegal wildlife trade

South Asia Wildlife Trade Initiative
(SAWTI) - a new regional

collaborative effort

TRAFFIC International, in collaboration with South Asia Co-operative
Environment Programme (SACEP), has launched the South Asia
Wildlife Trade Initiative (SAWTI), aimed to enhance government action

and collaboration on wildlife trade issues in the South Asia region, covering
Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri
Lanka.

The Hon'ble Environment Minister of South Asian countries at the 10
Governing Council of SACEP decided to incorporate this specific programme
for combating illegal trade in wildlife and its products as a response to the
growing threat of poaching and illegal trade to wild species, both flora and
fauna in the region. The South Asia Wildlife Trade Initiative (SAWTI) is built
on the 2004 Kathmandu wildlife trade workshops during which the delegates
from the participating countries identified priority actions to be taken at
national and regional levels to mitigate illegal wildlife trade and to enhance
wildlife trade regulations, particularly CITES, in a region where trade is
threatening the long-term survival of some of the world's rarest species, such
as Great Indian Rhinoceros , Tiger , and Tibetan
Antelope . This programme will follow the lines of the
ASEAN Wildlife Trade initiative.

SAWTI will have its first regional workshop in Kathmandu, Nepal 31 January
- 1 February 2008. Mr. A.K. Mukerji, retired DG-Forests, Government of India,
has been appointed as a full-time Senior Policy Advisor to co-ordinate the
programme on behalf of TRAFFIC International. He will carry out his role
from New Delhi in India.

s th

Rhinoceros unicornis Panthera tigris
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Participants learning to use “Deep Search
Metal Detectors”

O
rnamental fishes seized
in Chennai

On 12 October, 2007, the Air Intelligence
Unit of Customs seized about 150
ornamental fish that were being
smuggled by a passenger from Kuala
Lumpur. The passenger arrived by the Jet
Airways flight to Chennai. After
interrogation, the authorities found
ornamental fishes such as Arowana, Red
Flower Horn and Blue Parrot worth INR
3.75 lakh, in his two suitcases. On 16
October 2007, just a few days later, a
similar seizure took place again in
Chennai. Customs officials seized 191
ornamental fish, worth INR 3 lakh from
two passengers who had arrived on a
flight from Bangkok. The ornamental
fishes of different varieties were found in
their suitcases, packed in polythene
covers filled with water.In both the cases,
the passengers did not possess a licence
to trade.

TRAFFIC India adds.......
It is interesting to note that Asian
Arowana one of the
most expensive aquarium fishes in the
world also commands a market in India. It
is also commonly called the Asian
Bonytongue or the Dragonfis and is
declared as 'Endangered' by the 2006
IUCN Red List. The international trade in
these fish is controlled under the
Convention on the International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Flora and
Fauna (CITES), under which it is placed n
Appendix I, the most restrictive category.
Captive bred Asian Arowana can be
traded if the specimen is tagged with a
microchip. It must be at least be of second
generation and the breeder must be
registered CITES.

Scleropages formosus,

h

i

-

with

The Financial Express reported that the
global ornamental fish trade was
estimated at USD 4 billion and was said to
be a fast growing sector. Although India
contributes a negligible amount to this
trade, it has a lucrative market, as demand
in exotic ornamental fishes is high. While
the industry has accelerating economic
activity, this growth needs to be
monitored carefully to ensure that illegal
trade in ornamental fishes does not
adversely affect our precious marine
ecosystem.

Continued on page 5
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TRAFFIC invites information for
ongoing Leopard trade study

In the last few years there has been
an upward swing in the number of
Leopard skins

seized across the country. Despite the
precarious conservation status of the
Leopard, not much information is
available on its illegal trade. In view of
this TRAFFIC India has initiated a
study to analyse the extent of the
Leopard trade in India.
The main objectives of the study are:
1. To assess spatial distribution and
extent of Leopard poaching across the
landscapes in India.
2. Identify causative factors, key

communities and other important players in Leopard trade.
3. Identify probable trade routes, mechanism of trade and other related
information.
4. Evaluate existing strategies for combating Leopard trade and suggest
ameliorative steps for the Forest Department and other enforcement agencies

Detailed information on dynamics of Leopard trade will help develop strategies
for its conservation.

Details can be sent at .
Your support will be valuable for us.

Panthera pardus

TRAFFIC India requests researchers, conservationists and
others to come forward and share relevant data or findings related to Leopard
poaching and trade in India. trafficind@wwfindia.net

Continued from page 4

Thirty two otter skins
seized, eight arrested

On 24 October 2007, officials of the
State Wildlife Department apprehended
eight persons in Panipat and confiscated
32 Indian otter skins from them. The
suspects were intercepted near a hotel
where they had allegedly come to sell
the skins to unidentified buyers. A case
has been registered and the wildlife
officials are investigating to learn if the
group are involved in illegal sale of
other wild animal skins.

http://www.thehindu.com/2007/10/14/stories/20071
01454090400.htm
http://www.hindu.com/2007/10/17/stories/20071017
61891400.htm
http://www.financialexpress.com/news/Kerala-govt-
plans-aqua-park-to-boost-ornamental-fish-
trade/214533/

http://www.tribuneindia.com/2007/20071025/harya
na.htm#7

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asian_arowana

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/India/Ten_leop
ard_skins_seized_from_smugglers_in_UP/rssarticl
eshow/2492049.cms
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O
rnamental fishes seized
in Chenna

On 12 October, 2007 the Air
Intelligence Unit of Customs seized
about 150 ornamental fishes that were
being smuggled by a passenger from
Kuala Lumpur. The passenger arrived
by the Jet Airways flight to Chennai.
After interrogation, the Authorities
found ornamental fishes such as
Arowana, Red Flower Horn and Blue
Parrot worth Rs. 3.75 lakh, in his two
suitcases.

On 16 October 2007, just a few days
later, a similar seizure took place again
in Chennai. Customs officials seized
191 ornamental fishes, worth Rs. 3 lakh
from two passengers who had arrived
on a flight from Bangkok. The
ornamental fishes of different varieties
were found in their suitcases, packed in
polythene covers filled with water.

In both the cases, the passengers did
not possess a license to trade therefore
the fishes were seized and transported
to the Vandalur zoo. The import of live

th

th

TRAFFIC India adds.......
There are three species of otters found
in India - the Eurasian Otter

, Smooth-coated Otter
and Oriental Small-clawed Otter

. Eurasian Otter is listed
under Schedule I and Smooth-coated
Otter and Oriental Small-clawed Otter
are listed under Schedule II Part II of the
Wildlife Protection Act. This provides
the species complete protection against
hunting and trade. In addition, the
Eurasian Otter is listed in Appendix I
and the Smooth-coated and Small-
clawed Otters are listed in Appendix II
of CITES.

Despite the legal protection, the trade in
otter skins continues. In fact, otter skins
constitute the highest numbers in most
multi species wildlife consignments that
are apprehended. They are hunted for
their highly prized pelts and smuggled
out of India to the neighbouring
territories, including Tibet and Nepal,
where they are tailored into fur coats
and garment trimmings. Most of the
seizures of otter pelts have been in the
states of Delhi, West Bengal, Jammu and
Kashmir and Uttar Pradesh.

Aonyx

cinerea Lutra lutra

Lutra

perspicillata

OUTPOST:

Pangolin trade racket busted in
China

The Xiamen Intermediate
court of Fujian province in
south-east China heard the

biggest pangolin smuggling case ever
on 6 November, 2007. The five
accused have been charged with
smuggling 68 000 kgs of Pangolin
meat, 900 kg of pangolin scale, 2849
pangolins and 2600 geckos from
Indonesia to Xiamen and then on to
Guangzhou and Shantou in
Guangdong province from September 2005 to May 2006. In just a period of eight
months the amount of smuggling totalled an extraordinary sum of CNY 2938
million.

The case indicates the possibility of a well-organized nexus involving criminal
gangs and foreign officers working together in a conspiracy to smuggle pangolins
from Indonesia. Pangolins are considered endangered species and are included in
Appendix-II of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES). Till the year 2000, limited trade and transport of
this species on the Appendix II list was allowed, at levels that were not deemed to
affect the survival of wild populations.

Continued on page 6

Processed pangolin scales for sale
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Continued from page 5

However, the high volume of mostly unregulated shipments of Southeast
Asian pangolins to China, where the meat is considered a delicacy and the
animal's scales are thought to have wide-ranging medicinal properties,
brought about a total ban of trade in the species in the year 2000.

The court on Tuesday pronounce death sentence, suspended for two
years, to two of the five accused, immediately depriving them of any political
rights and confiscating their personal property worth CNY1.5 million. Of the
remaining three gang members, two men were sentenced to imprisonment for

was
sentenced to imprisonment for 10 years with a penalty payment of CNY 00
000.

"We are very concerned about the numbers of pangolins in trade," said Xu
Hongfa from TRAFFIC’s office in China, "The volumes of this little-known
animal in trade are alarming and are not sustainable."

"We commend the Chinese Government for taking illegal wildlife trade
seriously, evidenced by the number of significant seizures of species such as
pangolins. However, as the trade continues to grow, so should the efforts of
the law enforcement agencies", he said, adding that there was a likelihood
that numbers of confiscated pangolins may only represent a fraction of the
actual numbers circulating in trade.

Samir Sinha, Head-TRAFFIC India, adds, “There are two species of pangolins
found in India- Indian Pangolin found throughout India
but rare in the north-east and Chinese Pangolins found in
north-east India excluding the high Himalayas. Trade in the species is banned
in India and the international trade is prohibited under CITES. However
poaching for trade continues to remains one of the potential threats to the
species today. Pangolins are perceived to have medicinal properties and are
smuggled to other countries for their use in traditional medicines. There are
no concrete data on the proportion of this trade but given the overwhelming
international demand in neighbouring countries, the threat to the species
should be perceived as high. It is necessary to understand the status of the
species in the country and take adequate steps to curb poaching and trade”.

Manis crassicaudata

Manis pentadactyla

d a

an unlimited period of time and their personal properties up to CNY1 million
and CNY500 000, respectively confiscated. The last of the five accused

1

http://www.bangkokpost.com/News/14Nov2007_News19.php__
http://news.163.com/07/1107/05/3SM2O80K0001124J.html

D
ry orchids seized in Manas

On 6 November 2007, atleast six tonnes
of dry orchids were seized from Manas in
Chirang district in Assam. No arrests
were made since the culprits fled on
seeing the Forest Officials. The dry

orchids were stacked in nine
bags on the bank of the Kuklong River.
The 20-km stretch from Kuklong to
Kanamakra is one of the richest orchid
zones in the Bodoland area. Kuklong is
only 30 kms from the Indo-Bhutan
border. This has raised suspicions that
the flowers were meant to be smuggled
across the border to the Himalayan
Kingdom.

Dendrobium

This is probably the first time that dry
orchids in such large quantities have
been seized indicating that a well-
organized trade of orchids in this area is
prevalent.
http://www.telegraphindia.com/1071109/asp/others/p
rint.html

TRAFFIC India adds.......
The seizure of dried orchids in Assam
comes as a rude shock. Orchids have
always been a subject of fascination due
to their unique and eye catching flowers.
There are over 1600 species of orchids in
India, of which the major varieties are
found in north-east India. While live
orchids and their plants have long been
in trade, the seizure of dried orchids adds
a new dimension to the trade.

of the Orchidaceae family
comes under the prohibited list of
exports in India.

Dendrobium

T
hree convicted for wildlife trafficking in the national
capital

On 17November 2007, a city court sentenced three foreigners- two Tibetans and one Nepali national - to five years of rigorous
imprisonment for wildlife trafficking. The trio, Anand alias Tashi, Lobsang Phuntsok and the Nepalese citizen Jeet Bahadur
were arrested on 6 April, 2007 with 45 Leopard skins and 15 otter skins. The seizure was made by the Delhi police from the
old Tibetan Camp at Majnu ka Tilla on the information provided by the Wildlife Trust of India (WTI). Following the orders of
the Supreme Court on a petition filed by the NGO, the investigation was then transferred to the Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI).

The accused are the first Tibetans in Exile to be convicted of a wildlife crime. Despite appealing four times in the higher
courts the accused did not succeed in getting bail for the period of the trial. During the investigation, the accused confessed
that they were working for a notorious wildlife trader from Nepal.

-

http://www.hindu.com/2007/11/18/stories/2007111861400300.htm

TRAFFIC India adds.......
This is probably one of the shortest trials under the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972. Hopefully such convictions will help set an example for other
wildlife cases in India. It is also to be noted that wildlife offences in India have still not attracted the highest punishment prescribed, i.e. rigorous
imprisonment of seven years, as against the five years awarded in this case.
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Kaziranga National Park in Assam has one of the most successful rhinoceros conservation histories in
the world. Despite numerous problems, the Forest Department has been able to revive the population
of the Great Indian Rhinoceros from a handful in the 1920s to about 1850 today.

However this success has been threatened by the sudden spate of poaching in the year 2007. Official records
indicate that 16 rhinos have been poached in Kaziranga National Park for their horns during this year

Looking at the poaching status over the
last two decades, it is clear that the
poaching has gone down significantly.
However, over the last three years there
has been an upward swing in this trend.
This can turn ugly and be very damaging
for the species, given the circumstances
and the history of poaching in the region.
A similar state prevailed in Nepal in the
year 2006 where a large number of Rhinos
were poached in both Bardia and Chitwan
National Park.

The Great Indian Rhinoceros is one of the
five species of rhinos found in the world.
It is poached for its horn which is used in
traditional medicines in China, Taiwan,

' traded as a single
piece and can fetch 5-10 times the price of an African
hino horn. The major trade centres for this in India are

Siliguri in West Bengal and Dimapur in Nagaland from
where the hino horns are smuggled out to Nepal and
Bhutan, and Myanmar respectively. The contraband
finally finds its way to outh east Asian countries.

Tariq Aziz, Associate Director, Species Conservation
Programme, WWF-India said, “The poaching of rhinos
in Assam is alarming and a cause of serious concern.
Kaziranga may be able to absorb this loss but if a similar
spurt of killings takes place in the neighbouring Pobitara
or Orang it could be disastrous for the already struggling
rhino populations in these areas.”

Samir Sinha, Head-TRAFFIC India further added, “It is
interesting to note the cyclic nature of the poaching
trend between India and Nepal. In the year 2006, Nepal
lost a large number of rhinos while India faced the brunt
in the year 2007. The pattern of killings and the methods used is suggestive that the same nexus of poachers
and traders is operating in both India and Nepal. Therefore, there is a need to undertake strong co-ordinated
efforts by both countries to curb rhino poaching in this region.”

Rhinoceros unicornis

.

TRAFFIC India has committed its support to curb the rhino poaching in this region and is working with the
Assam Forest Department on this.

South Korea and Japan. In Yemen, the horn is also carved into ceremonial dagger handles known as
jambiyas'. The horns are usually
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South Asia commits to regional co-operation in
controlling wildlife trade

The first Regional Workshop on
the South Asia Wildlife Trade
Initiative (SAWTI), organised by

the Nepal's Ministry of Environment,
Science and Technology, SACEP,
WWF-Nepal and TRAFFIC, the
wildlife trade monitoring network,
was held in Kathmandu, Nepal, from
31January - 1 February 2008.

The workshop was attended by participants from all eight South
Asian countries - Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, the
Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka, who agreed to a series of
joint actions as part of a South Asia Wildlife Trade Initiative (SAWTI),
including the establishment of a South Asia Experts Group on
Wildlife Trade and the development of a South Asia Regional
Strategic Plan on Wildlife Trade (2008-2013). They also called upon
the international community to support action in South Asia by
providing financial and technical assistance in the implementation of
the regional plan.

Following SACEP's (South Asia Co-operative Environment
Programme) Governing Council Decision, participants in Kathmandu
agreed that the South Asia Wildlife Trade Initiative (SAWTI) and its
South Asia Regional Strategic Plan on Wildlife Trade will focus on a
number of key areas of work. These include co-operation and co-
ordination; effective legislation, policies and law enforcement; sharing
knowledge and effective dissemination of information; sustainability
of legal trade and livelihoods security; intelligence networks and early
warning systems; and capacity building.

SACEP Director-General Dr Arvind A. Boaz emphasised that regional
co-operation can provide the best solution for regional problems. “The
agreement reached on SAWTI puts in place the foundations for a co-
operative effort to crack down on illegal trade and to improve the
management of wildlife species that can be legally traded under
national laws in the region,” Boaz said.

TRAFFIC's Global Programme Co-ordinator, Roland Melisch said that
international co-operation and, in particular, regional co-operation is
absolutely essential in tackling the challenges of wildlife trade.

The Senior Officer, Anti-smuggling, fraud and organized crime, at the
CITES Secretariat, Mr John Sellar, very much welcomed this
Initiative. “We look forward to co-operating with SAWTI, which we
believe offers considerable potential in combating illegal trade in
wildlife, whilst also working to ensure that legal trade in wildlife is

Continued on page 2
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Continued from page 1

sustainable and benefits local communities in this part of the world.”The
decisions taken at this workshop will be presented for endorsement at the
Ministerial level at the Eleventh Meeting of the Governing Council of SACEP
taking place later this year in New Delhi, India.

For more information, please visit: orwww.wwfindia.org/traffic www.traffic.org

TRAFFIC ‘Alert’

'Don't buy trouble' -
TRAFFIC India launches
new awareness campaign

TRAFFIC India has
launched its latest
awareness campaign with

the release of four eye-catching
posters that advise tourists to be
careful of what they buy as
souvenirs during their travels.
These have been designed with
support from WWF-India and
show models handcuffed next
to confiscated wildlife goods
.The four posters are:

(Crime Wearing a
Shahtoosh shawl without an
ownership certificate); (Crime Buying ivory
products); (Crime Carrying a reptile skin handbag made
from a protected species in India); (Crime Possessing
protected marine products such as Giant Clams, seashells, corals etc. that are
illegal in India.)

Targeted mainly at domestic and foreign tourists, the posters convey a clear
message that it is not only the poachers and traders who are liable for
punishment under India's Wildlife Protection Act, 1972, but also those who
purchase and use such products. The end consumer is as much a partner in
wildlife crime as the trader or the poacher. If found guilty, the
offender is liable to hefty fines and up to seven years of
imprison ment. Ignorance of the law can not

be taken as an excuse.

The campaign has received
extensive media support and the
posters have appeared on the
front pages of national
newspapers. Currently,
TRAFFIC India is in the process
of disseminating these posters
through various state tourism
offices across the country.
TRAFFIC India plans to put

these up at strategic locations for
better visibility and high impact.

To download the posters, please visit or

Shawls
of Shame

Blood Ivory
Skinned Fashion

Marine Plunder

www.wwfindia.org www.traffic.org

Corals worth INR 25 lakh
seized

In January 2008, a CID officer raided a
marine products business house in
Bangalore and recovered reef-building
corals weighing 180 kg worth INR 25
lakh or approximately USD 62 000.

The business house raided was Amity
Aquatech Pvt. Ltd. in BTM Layout. The
caretaker Jimmy George (27) was
arrested while the owner Sabastian John
is still at large. The head office of the
company is in Kochi.

Corals were also seized in Bangalore city
in August from two marine stalls at
Sringar Complex on MG Road and
another shop in JP Nagar.

TRAFFIC India adds.......

All reef-building corals Scleractinians,
Black corals Antipatharians, Organ Pipe
coral , Fire coral
Millipora and Sea Fans Gorgonians are
protected under Schedule I of the
Wildlife Protection Act, 1972. Under
this, any form of extraction,
exploitation or trade of these species is
prohibited. All reef building corals,
Black corals, Organ Pipe coral and Fire
corals are listed in Appendix II of
CITES (Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora).

Despite the legal protection, such
reports suggest that the trade in many
coral species continues in India. The
hard corals are exploited for use in
construction, production of lime and
for other industrial purposes while soft
corals are sold as curios and for making
ornaments and other decorative items.
Besides the clandestine market for
corals in India and other countries,
many protected species are also sold
openly at beaches especially in south
India.

Coral exploitation and trade can be very
hard to curtail because corals are often
collected in offshore areas seldom
patrolled by national authorities.

Tubipora musica

Continued on page 3
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Indo-Bhutan 'Wildlife
Enforcement Training Workshop'

organised by TRAFFIC India

Peacock tail feather trade study
conducted by TRAFFIC India

TRAFFIC ‘Alert’

Continued from page 2

When raw coral enters the market, it is
difficult and sometimes impossible to
identify particular species. Once the
coral is dried and processed,
identification becomes even more
difficult. They are often combined with
other goods or marine products
(especially shells) in official customs
statistics. Mixed consignments of shells
and corals might be labeled as "shell" on
trade permits and documents.

Presently, there is no concrete
information on the level of coral trade in
India and much research is needed to
understand the latest trends and trade
routes.

Source:
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/Cities/Bangalore/
Corals_worth_Rs_25_lakh_seized/articleshow/27447
24.cms
21 Trade in Corals by Fahmeeda Hanfee ;
http://www.fao.org/docrep/X5627E/x5627e0r.htm

TRAFFIC India with support from WWF-India, Bodoland Territorial
Council and the Assam Forest Department organised an Indo-Bhutan
'Wildlife Enforcement Training Workshop' at Manas Tiger Reserve from 7-

9 January 2008. The main aim of the workshop was to enhance skills of the
enforcement agencies working to curb illegal wildlife trade and to improve cross-
border co-operation and co-ordination between the two countries on such
issues.

Participants included officials from the Manas Tiger Reserve and the various
Forest Divisions of Assam in India. From Bhutan, there were officials from the
Forest Divisions, Royal Manas National Park, Jigme Singye Wangchuck National
Park and their Nature Conservation Division.

Training was given on the legal and technical aspects of fighting wildlife cases
and curbing illegal wildlife trade through a series of case studies, group
discussions and presentations. Mr. Sangay from the Nature Conservation
Division-Bhutan, shared information about the nature and scale of wildlife
trade issues in his country.

Such joint training programmes are an important means to strengthen
regional co-operation and collaboration to fight the trans-national illegal
wildlife trade in the region.

O
n behalf of the Ministry of Environment and
Forests, TRAFFIC India undertook a short
study on the trade in Indian Peafowl
tail feathers in India. This survey was

conducted August October 2007 in Delhi,
some parts of Rajasthan and Agra in Uttar Pradesh.
An additional one-week survey was undertaken in
January 2008 in Ahmedabad and Bhuj in Gujarat.
The principal investigator was Abrar Ahmed, a
well-known ornithologist. The detailed report was
submitted to the Ministry in March 2008.

The main focus of the study was to identify the
source of peacock tail feathers in trade in India.

Many reports across the country had suggested that
peacocks were being killed for their feathers which

were then used to made fans and other decorative items. There were also
reports of poaching of the species for meat.

The Indian Peafowl is the national bird of India and is protected under
Schedule I of the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972. Under this, poaching of the
species is prohibited but there is an exemption on the domestic trade in
naturally shed peacock feathers and articles and trophies made from them.
However, export of feathers or articles made from them is completely banned.

Pavo

cristatus

Continued on page 4
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A boy selling fans and other products
made out of peacock tail feather

A
lleged Tiger poacher

arrested for smuggling 600

Tiger skins

Prabhakar Keshav Gajakosh, a politician
and timber contractor, earlier registered
with the Forest Department from Hubli,
was arrested for alleged wildlife crimes
last year. Gajakosh said he used to visit
Chaudhury to buy or sell wildlife pelts
and had known Chaudhury for 25 years.
Chaudhury is one of India's oldest
wildlife traders along with Sansar
Chand.

Abdul Khader Chaudhury (69) and two
other wildlife traders from Karnataka
and Uttar Pradesh, were arrested by the
Karnataka State CID Forest Cell in
February 2008 in Hyderabad for
allegedly smuggling around 600 Tiger
skins outside the country over a 20 year
period.

Chaudhury's name also figured when the
Special Task Force, Uttar Pradesh,
arrested Shabeer Hasan Qureshi along
with his sons Siraj and Sarfaraz, from
Allahabad in December last year.
Qureshi was trading skins with Gajakosh
and Chaudhury.

Continued on page 4
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Based on data emerging during the study and from other relevant literature and
reports it was learnt that Agra, being the centre of the trade in peacock tail
feathers in India, has an entire community involved in this trade. Peacock
feathers were however on sale in every location surveyed. It was estimated that
around 20 million peacock tail feathers are in trade annually in the areas
surveyed.

This study concluded that the present trade in tail feathers of Indian Peafowl in
India is not a threat to the species. However, there is a need to undertake
detailed investigation into the poaching of the species for meat and other

No evidence was found to suggest that peacock tail feathers were being collected
for trade through poaching of birds. Three distinctive communities, the Harries,
Kanjars and Khatkis, are associated with the trade in peacock feathers and are
said to be dependent on it for at least part of the year.

Continued from page 3

Chaudhury, an iron worker and a dealer
of skins of domestic animals, is a
resident of Indiranagar, Mushrafabad,
Hyderabad.

TRAFFIC India adds.......
If convicted, Chaudhury's arrest could
prove to be a breakthrough in
combatting illegal wildlife trade rackets
operating across the country. The
enforcement agencies are to be
commended for taking wildlife crime
seriously.

Source:
http://deccanherald.com/Content/Feb192008/state200
8021953047.asp

F
ive rare Clouded Leopard
skins seized in West Bengal

The Wildlife Division- 3 of the West
Bengal Forest Department, seized five
skins of the endangered Clouded
Leopard on the Indo- Bhutan border on
25 February 2008. The illegal haul
comprised skins of three adult Clouded
Leopards and two cubs.

Acting on a tip off, the District Forest
Officer Cooch Behar, Manindra Biswas,
conducted the raid and arrested a
resident of Jaigaon while he was on a bus
to Siliguri, from where he intended to
slip into Nepal. According to senior
Forest Department personnel, the
accused is said to be one of the most
wanted wildlife traders on the Indo-
Bhutan border.

TRAFFIC India adds.......

Clouded Leopard enjoys
the same protection status as the Tiger in
India. It is also listed in Appendix I of
CITES (Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora). All domestic and
international trade in the species and its
derivatives is prohibited.

Kristin Nowell & Peter Jackson in their
report 'Status Survey & Conservation
Action Plan: Wild Cats ' released in 1996
reported “Clouded Leopard pelts were
the most commonly available felid pelts
in a survey of black market wildlife
traders in southeastern China (Low
1991). Continued on page 5

Neofelis nebulosa

TRAFFIC India launches
'International Standard for

Sustainable Wild Collection of
Medicinal and Aromatic Plants' in

Uttarakhand

O
n 28 February 2008, TRAFFIC India organized a workshop to introduce
the International Standard for Sustainable Wild Collection of Medicinal
and Aromatic Plants (ISSC-MAP) at Dehradun in Uttarakhand. This was

the first initiative of its kind in the country to standardize collection and
utilisation of medicinal and aromatic plant species from the wild. The workshop
was attended by a diverse audience of over 80 people, including key policy
makers; Forest Department officials both serving and retired; officials from the
Indian Forest Research Institute, State and National Medicinal Plants Board; MAP
cultivators and collectors, traders, WWF-India and other NGOs.

As an important source of valuable medicinal plants, Uttarakhand in the Western
Himalayan region was identified as one of the first five target areas for the
implementation of the project. The others are Karnataka in India, Nepal (Eastern
Himalayan region), Cambodia (Greater Mekong region), Brazil (Amazon region)
and Lesotho (Southern Africa).

The ISSC-MAP wild collection standard has been drawn up following extensive
consultation with plant experts and the herbal products industry worldwide and
was developed by WWF Germany, in co-operation with the IUCN/SSC Species
Survival Commission Medicinal Plant Specialist Group (MPSG), TRAFFIC and
the German Federal Agency for Nature Conservation (BfN).

ISSC-MAP promotes appropriate management of wild plant populations to ensure
those used in medicines and cosmetics are not over-exploited. ISSC-MAP is based
on six principles: maintaining wild MAP resources, preventing negative
environmental impacts, legal compliance, respecting customary rights, applying
responsible management practices, and applying responsible business practices.

Speaking at the project's launch, Samir Sinha, Head of TRAFFIC India,
commented: “Now that a standard for sustainable use of valuable wild plants has
been established, TRAFFIC India is delighted to be at the forefront of putting its
recommendations into practice.

Continued on page 5
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O
rnamental fishes seized
in Chenna

On 12 October, 2007 the Air
Intelligence Unit of Customs seized
about 150 ornamental fishes that were
being smuggled by a passenger from
Kuala Lumpur. The passenger arrived
by the Jet Airways flight to Chennai.
After interrogation, the Authorities
found ornamental fishes such as
Arowana, Red Flower Horn and Blue
Parrot worth Rs. 3.75 lakh, in his two
suitcases.

On 16 October 2007, just a few days
later, a similar seizure took place again
in Chennai. Customs officials seized
191 ornamental fishes, worth Rs. 3 lakh
from two passengers who had arrived
on a flight from Bangkok. The
ornamental fishes of different varieties
were found in their suitcases, packed in
polythene covers filled with water.

th

th

OUTPOST:

Indonesia tightens tortoise trade
regulations

Continued from page 4

Taiwanese were the main buyers. In
Taiwan, where Clouded Leopards are
now either very rare or extinct, Nowell
(1990) reported that small numbers of
imported pelts are sold to aborigines to
make traditional ceremonial jackets. Pelts
have also been reported on sale in urban
markets from Myanmar, Laos, Vietnam,
Cambodia, Nepal, and Thailand (Salter
1983, Chazee 1990, Humphrey and Bain
1990, MacKinnon 1990, Van Gruisen and
Sinclair 1992; R. Salter, TRAFFIC
Southeast Asia in litt. 1993). Clouded
Leopards have been featured on the
menu of restaurants in Thailand and
China, which cater to wealthy Asian
tourists (Anon. 1988)”.

In India, the Clouded Leopard is found
in north Bengal, Sikkim, Assam,
Meghalaya and Arunachal Pradesh.
Given the low density of the species in
India, it is shocking to learn that five
Clouded Leopard skins were seized from
a single trader.

Sources:
http://www.headlinesindia.com/state/index.jsp?news
_code=71398

Continued from page 4

Sri G.A. Kinhal of the Foundation for Revitalisation of Local Health Traditions
(FRLHT) and a Member of the Decision Group of the ISSC MAP explained the
ISSC MAP guidelines in detail and the key steps forward for its field level
implementation.

Sri B. S. Sajwan, CEO-National Medicinal Plants Board, Govt. of India described
the new project as an important initiative not only in Uttarakhand, but also for
the whole of India.

In India, ISSC-MAP is being implemented by TRAFFIC India in co-operation
with the Foundation for Revitalisation of Local Health Traditions (FRLHT). The
National Medicinal Plants Board, Govt. of India is overseeing the
implementation. The project is funded by the German government's Federal
Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ).

In response to TRAFFIC's report- An overview of the regulation of the
freshwater turtle and tortoise pet trade in Jakarta, Indonesia released early
this year, the Indonesian Government acted swiftly to tighten up regulations

on import of exotic species of tortoises and turtles into the country.

The report highlights the rampant illegal trade in tortoises and turtles in the pet
markets of the nation's capital, Jakarta. TRAFFIC investigators found 48 species
of freshwater turtles and tortoises for sale, more than half of them exotic species,
and the vast majority illegally obtained, including five non-native species listed
in Appendix I of CITES (the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora). Incidentally CITES Appendix I listing
prohibits commercial international trade in a species.

Following the revelations, Indonesia has written to the CITES Management
Authorities (those government agencies responsible for implementing CITES
regulations) in India, Madagascar, China, USA, Brazil, Peru, Chile, Equador,
Guatemala and to the CITES Secretariat.

Continued to page 5
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Four hundred live mongooses
sold at a fair in Orissa

The illegal trade in mongooses is
continuing unabated in Orissa, and 16
were seized from a fair in Bhubaneswar
in March 2008.

Forest officials seized the animals close
to a Shiva temple at Paramhansa village
near Cuttack town. The sale of wild
animals and birds is at its peak in the
area around the festival of Shivratri.

As in previous years, around 400 live
mongooses were sold at Paramahansa
fair in March at prices ranging from INR
50 to INR 60 each. Traditional bird and
animal trappers known as 'kelas' were
found with stocks of live mongooses,
Grey Hornbills and parakeets that were
being sold as pets.

TRAFFIC India adds.......

It is disturbing to learn that live
mongooses are being sold in such large
numbers in a fair in Orissa every year.

Continued on page 6

Indian Star Tortoises
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From 1 March 2008, all specimens of CITES-listed freshwater turtles and
tortoises exported to Indonesia will require an import permit and those
without will be disposed of. Under CITES, no import permit is needed for
Appendix II-listed species unless required by national law. Countries of origin
will also need to notify Indonesia before issuing export permits.

“This is the kind of swift and decisive action that is needed to stamp out the
illegal trade in threatened tortoise and turtle species,” said Azrina Abdullah,
Director of TRAFFIC Southeast Asia. The government has also announced the
introduction of a CITES Management Authority registration scheme for
privately owned tortoises and turtles already in Indonesia.

One of the commonest exotic species at the Jakarta market is the Indian Star
Tortoise . Although listed in Appendix I of CITES, it is
completely protected in its range States of India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka and
therefore specimens sold in Jakarta are likely to be ones illegally smuggled from
these countries.

Geochelone elegans

The full report can be downloaded at http://www.traffic.org/home/2008/2/14/indonesia-
tightens-tortoise-trade-regulations.html

Continued from page 5

This is despite the fact that all
mongoose species found in India are
protected under the Wildlife Protection
Act, 1972.

Mongooses play a significant role in the
well-being of our ecosystem and this
incident only confirms the threats they
face today. Found both in forest areas
and around open cultivated fields,
mongooses prey on rats, mice, snakes,
lizards, frogs, insects and other small
animals. Due to their predatory diet,
mongooses are considered the farmer's
friend.

There are three species of mongoose
recorded in wildlife trade in India - the
Small Indian Mongoose

, Striped-necked Mongoose
and the Indian Grey

Mongoose . Until
2002, slaughter of mongooses for their
hair to make paint brushes, for meat to
be eaten by tribes and for taxidermy,
was extensive. However today, the
taxidermy trade in mongoose species is
believed to have declined.

Numerous evidence and reports
indicate that mongooses continue to be
killed for their hair. In December 2007,
a CNN-IBN special investigation team
went undercover to expose the on-going
trade in mongoose hair paint brushes in
the national capital. Based on their
information, 2000 paint brushes made
from the mongoose hair were seized
from a shop in and from a
paint brush manufacturer in Del

Furthermore, Indian Grey Mongoose is
reported to be used by snake charmers
and madaris for street performances.

Herpestes

auropunctatus

Herpestes vitticollis

Herpestes edwardsii

Nai Sadak

hi.

Sources:
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/Planet_S
OS/Flora__Fauna/Illegal_mongoose_trade_cont
inues_in_Orissa/articleshow/2854897.cms
http://www.wii.gov.in/envis/envisdec99/p113-
115.htm
http://www.wildlifetrustofindia.org/html/news/
2002/021210_ban_mongoose.htm
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Thirty eight kilograms of ivory seized in Karnataka

A forest mobile squad comprising officials of the Sakleshpur Forest
Department and Sakleshpur police arrested three people on 11 January 2008
and seized two elephant tusks together weighing 38 kg, in Hassan district in
Karnataka.Two others escaped as the police stopped the vehicle. The ivory
was reportedly being transported to Bangalore. The accused appeared before a
court in Hassan and were remanded in judicial custody.

TRAFFIC India adds.......

This is one of the many seizures reported from across the country over the
last few months. In February 2008, a shopkeeper was arrested in Delhi for
openly trading in ivory products. Similarly, two full-sized tusks were seized
in Dahisar, Mumbai, in March 2008 from individuals who were searching for
prospective customers at a bus depot.

A TRAFFIC report released in 2003 indicated that illicit trade in Elephant
ivory continues in India despite a national ban since the 1970s. In 2007,
TRAFFIC India recorded more than 250 kgs of ivory seized from across the
country.

The Indian Elephant is protected under Schedule I of
the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972 under which poaching of the species or
trade in ivory is totally prohibited. The species have been declared
Endangered by IUCN and international trade in elephant parts is banned
under CITES (Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora).

Elephas maximus indicus

Sources:
http://www.hinduonnet.com/2008/01/12/stories/2008011260640800.htm
http://www.dnaindia.com/report.asp?newsid=1155225
http://ads.indiatimes.com/ads.dll/clickthrough?slotid=1456_http://epaper.timesofindia.c
om/Daily/skins/TOI/navigator.asp?Daily=CAP&login=default
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IN FOCUS:

Indian Tiger's survival under threat-
Illegal wildlife trade one of the

major driving factors

T
he long-awaited report on the status of tigers, co-predators and prey in
India, released on 11 February 2008 by the Government of India, showed
the country at high risk of losing its national animal. Surveys conducted

in 2006/ 2007 indicate the Tiger population in India is between
1165 and 1657. The current estimation appears to be more accurate than those
undertaken earlier.

Panthera tigris

The Tiger today is threatened by a number of factors such as habitat loss due to
agricultural and developmental activities, poaching for trade, Human-Wildlife
conflict and others. However, illegal wildlife trade remains one of the main
contributors for the declining Tiger numbers in the country. Reports have
confirmed that almost every part of the Tiger's body is traded - Tiger skin is used
to make robes and its head is used as trophies. Tiger bones and skull are used in
traditional medicines in East Asian countries, particularly China and Tiger bones
are also superstitiously used to scare away evil influences. Tiger bone wine is
extremely popular in Japan, Tiger claws are used as talismans, Tiger fat is used in
balms and potions, Tiger penis is used as an aphrodisiac and Tiger whiskers are
thought to cure toothaches.

There is little demand for these products in India, so most of the poaching is done
to supply to markets elsewhere. International markets for illegal Tiger parts exist
despite the countries where the majority of the illegal trade occurs being
signatories to CITES (Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora)..

Over the last year, TRAFFIC India recorded 27 seizures of Tiger skins from various
parts of India, but given the clandestine nature of the trade, these seizures can
only represent the tip of the iceberg. According to Samir Sinha, Head-TRAFFIC
India, “Given the precarious number of Tigers left in the wild in India, it is
necessary to step up protection measures and strengthen enforcement agencies to
fight wildlife crime. It is also necessary to work with neighbouring countries to
understand the trade routes and dynamics so that illegal trade in Tiger parts is
curtailed.”

Sujoy Banerjee, Director-Species Conservation Programme, WWF-India added
“Besides protecting Tigers inside reserves it is also necessary to protect Tigers
outside Reserves, National Parks and Sanctuaries. If attention is not paid to their
conservation, we will lose Tigers altogether. The time has come for the
government and all other institutions and agencies to show serious commitment
to Tiger conservation if at all we wish to see Tigers in the wild in India in the
future".
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Other significant news
stories to read

Sixty one poachers surrender in
Manas - A group of 61poachers
surrendered to authorities in Assam in
February 2008 and also handed in 26
homemade weapons. The poachers had
been operating in the vicinity of Manas
National Park, placing its wildlife under
extreme pressure. To read more log on to

Shahtoosh, the world's
finest wool, is still being smuggled from
Tibet to Kashmir, in defiance of a
worldwide ban aimed at saving the
highly endangered Tibetan antelope.
To read more log on to

In January 2008, as many as
30 truckloads of red sander wood were
driven across six states before being
stopped at the last frontier the Manipur
township of Moreh, bordering Myanmar.
The entire consignment would probably
have been smuggled out to China via
Myanmar had Assam Rifles personnel
not detained it and asked the civil
administration to verify the validity of
the documents the drivers were
carrying. To read more log on to

In 2007, a total of 74
leopards were caught from the revenue
area surrounding Gir forests following
complaints from the general public. To
read more log on to

Kerala is fast turning into a hub
of snake venom smugglers. In the last
three months alone the forest officials
have caught four gangs and they say this
is just the tip of the iceberg. To read
more log on to

From Tibet to Kashmir, shahtoosh
smuggle thrives -

Thirty trucks of red timber confiscated
in Imphal -

74 leopards rounded up in '07 outside
Gir forest area-

Snake venom smuggling on the rise in
Kerala -

http://www.telegraphindia.com/1080226
/jsp/frontpage/story_8949335.jsp#

http://in.reuters.com/article/lifestyleMolt
/idINS2221101520080222

http://www.telegraphindia.com/1080111
/jsp/northeast/story_8767689.jsp

http://www.indianexpress.com/story/256
731

http://www.ndtv.com/convergence/ndtv/
story.aspx?id=NEWEN20080042565&ch
=2/28/2008%208:38:00%20AM

.html
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review the status of Kuth in India
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the “Don't Buy Trouble”

campaign
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Meeting in Himachal Pradesh

New collaterals launched

MP, Maharashtra and Jharkhand

deploy sniffer dogs

Himachal Pradesh High Court

GTF gains impetus,

India and Nepal sign accord

New guidelines in sustainable

wild plant harvesting

Springdales School

Preserving India's Wild

Heritage-

Live Tiger found in check-in

baggage

Malaysia

to combat

wildlife crime

takes lead in sensitizing judicial

officers on wildlife conservation

leads long

term sustained commitment to

Tiger Conservation

to

protect wildlife and tackle crime

prove a

global success

wins the

Delhi ‘Wild Wisdom’ quiz

TRAFFIC India profiles

its work through images

in Bangkok

gets tough new wildlife

law

Captured on camera:

Communities benefitting from

sustainable plant harvest in India
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Ministry of Environment and

Forests, Govt. of India creates new

CITES cell

Birds of the night reveal their

dark secrets (TRAFFIC India

exposé into surreptitious owl

trade in India)

Gangtok police seizes 2.1 kg of

Yarsa Gumba

Two held with snake venom in

Delhi

Puma skin found in parcel sent to

India by post from USA

•

TRAFFIC Alert (Latest news on

illegal wildlife trade in India):

•

•

•

•

•
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MP, Maharashtra and Jharkhand deploy sniffer dogs to
combat wildlife crime

F
ive dogs specially trained to sniff out illegal wildlife
products joined the ranks of the Forest Departments of
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and Jharkhand on 29 July

2010. The dogs have been trained to detect hidden wildlife
articles such as bones and skins of Tiger and Leopard and also
bear bile.

The dogs and their 10 handlers completed a rigorous nine month
training programme at 23 Battalion of Special Armed Forces,
Madhya Pradesh. The training was facilitated by TRAFFIC India
that culminated in a passing out ceremony held in Bhopal.

This is the second phase of TRAFFIC India's sniffer dog training
programme. Previously two dogs were trained and deployed by
the forest departments of Haryana and Uttarakhand.

TRAFFIC has helped to conduct sniffer dog programmes to detect smuggled wildlife parts in other countries as well
such as in the Russian Far East and Europe.

“Illegal wildlife trade has evolved into an organized transnational activity threatening the survival of many species in
India,” said Samir Sinha, Head of TRAFFIC India.

“In order to curb this growing menace it is necessary to deploy the best enforcement practices available including the
use of sniffer dogs, which have a proven track record in detecting crime and serving as a long-term deterrent.”

TRAFFIC India is overwhelmed by the support and response this programme has received from the forest departments
and is especially grateful for the contribution of the 23 Battalion of Special Armed Forces.
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Himachal Pradesh High Court takes lead in sensitizing
judicial officers on wildlife conservation

O
n 22 August 2010, the Himachal Pradesh Judicial Academy, the Himachal Pradesh High Court and the Forest
Department of the State organized an orientation programme on various issues related to biodiverssity
conservation for over 125  judges of various district level courts at the Himachal Pradesh High Court in Shimla.

The programme was addressed by the Hon. Chief Justice of Himachal Pradesh Justice Kurian Joseph and Hon. Justice
Vinod Gupta—Chairman of the Judicial Academy. Many other senior judges and forest officials of the state were also
present at the programme.

The workshop aimed to sensitize the judiciary on issues related to wildlife conservation. Presentations were made by
Mr Vinay Tandon IFS (Indian Forest Service), Principal Chief Conservator of Forests, Himachal Pradesh; Dr. P.K. Mathur
of the Wildlife Institute of India and Mr Samir Sinha, Head of TRAFFIC India.

The judiciary plays a significant role in championing the cause of forest and biodiversity conservation, so it was felt
necessary to update them on the status of forest and wildlife legislation, international conventions on related issues
and enforcement of wildlife laws in India.

In his presentation, Mr Sinha emphasized the significant role of the judiciary in protecting the natural wealth of the
country. He presented an overview of the illegal wildlife trade in India and the South Asian region and of efforts
needed to curb this growing form of organized transnational crime.

Such inputs are part of a regular engagement with the judiciary for their orientation on wildlife law enforcement issues
being regularly conducted by TRAFFIC India across the country.
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India and Nepal sign accord to protect wildlife and tackle
crime

GTF gains impetus, leads long term sustained commitment
to Tiger Conservation

A
t the meeting of the Global Tiger Forum (GTF) held at the WWF-India Secretariat on 28-29 June 2010, the
governments of member Tiger range countries and other member countries expressed solidarity in giving an
impetus to Tiger conservation efforts and to take steps to steer the commitment forward.

The two-day meeting was convened to  develop a new strategy for the GTF, and to provide a platform for sharing of
conservation approaches across range countries, focusing on issues that can be replicated and scaled up, with an
intention to galvanize political will and action to save the iconic species from extinction. Representatives from eight
Tiger range countries including India and representatives from organizations such as WWF-India, TRAFFIC India,
Wildlife Trust of India, Wildlife Protection Society of India were also present.

Standardizing the methodology of conservation approaches on monitoring and habitat management, increasing law
enforcement, linking critical area systems and looking at the issue of habitat fragmentation were the commonalities
that emerged from among the initial discussions of the country delegates. The need to realize a sense of urgency and
create awareness-raising campaigns, build capacities and tackle transboundary issues were the other pertinent points
discussed during the course of the conference.

“GTF can play a lead role through close collaboration with Tiger range
countries and other organizations to check international hotspots of
Tiger trafficking, besides evolving a regional roadmap to strengthen
global Tiger conservation through respective National Action Plans,”
said Indian Minister of Environment, Shri Jairam Ramesh in his
message.

“The commitment from Tiger Range Countries is important at this
juncture to revitalize and strengthen the forum. I appeal to all Tiger
range countries for their active participation in this regard”, he added.
GTF is the only inter-governmental body representing countries that
still have wild Tigers, and it is responsible for facilitating, co-
ordinating and strengthening these governments' commitments and
actions towards saving Tigers in the wild.

Wildlife Institute of India and
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India and Nepal have signed an agreement that will help strengthen efforts for better management of forest areas
along the 1751 km of the Indo-Nepal border, much of which are  key habitats for Tigers and other threatened
wildlife.

The signing of the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on 29 July 2010 followed a meeting on transboundary
biodiversity conservation held in Kathmandu, Nepal, between senior officials of India's National Tiger Conservation
Authority and Nepal's Ministry of Forest and Soil Conservation.

Both the countries will  co-operate and co-ordinate  implementation of national action plans to protect Tigers, rhinos
and elephants and  strengthen the role  of personnel involved in wildlife conservation, by intensifying the joint
patrolling of border areas and restoring border habitats.

“For the value of long-term conservation, it is encouraging to see the strengthening of the existing collaboration between
India and Nepal for the protection of biodiversity and ecological security in the area bordering the two countries,” said
Mr Ravi Singh, Secretary General and CEO, WWF-India.

Key transboundary areas to benefit include Sukhlaphanta- Lagga Bagga- Pilibhit, Bardia-Katerniaghat-Khata, Banke-
Suhelwa, Jhapa-Darjeeling and Kosi Tappu.

Continued on page 4
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Captured on camera: Communities benefitting from
sustainable plant harvest in India

Continued from page 3

“With wildlife moving freely across the border and illegal
wildlife trade increasingly a transnational crime, such inter-
country agreements are imperative for ensuring adequate
biodiversity conservation in South Asia,” said Mr Samir
Sinha, Head of TRAFFIC India.

“In the past, porous borders have allowed smuggling of
protected wildlife and other wildlife products out of the
region for consumption in other parts of Asia”.

“The new collaboration will enable a better flow of
intelligence between India and Nepal and lead to joint
operations to curb the illegal wildlife trade”.

Items smuggled from India to Nepal  include animal parts
such as Tiger, Leopard, Snow Leopard and otter skins,
pangolin scales, Yarsa Gumba and Red Sanders, as
apparent from the seizures made.

A
new video was released in August 2010 showcasing how village forest communities implement sustainable
harvesting of wild medicinal and aromatic plants to supplement local livelihoods and as a result ensure
conservation of natural resources which would otherwise be at risk of over-exploitation.

The film covers a field project in Karnataka, India, where the recently developed International Standard for the
Sustainable Wild Collection of Medicinal and Aromatic Plants (ISSC-MAP) was field tested.

The project in Karnataka was implemented by FRLHT in collaboration with TRAFFIC India as part of a “Saving Plants
that Save Lives and Livelihoods” programme supported by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and
Development (BMZ).

The Foundation for Revitalisation of Local Health Traditions (FRLHT), India, (now renamed IAIM, the Institute for
Ayurveda and Integrative Medicine) helped develop the methodology and the management plan for the field sites in
the Agumbe Range in Shimoga and the Katgal Range in Honnavara.

The field project drew heavily on traditional knowledge of the local community, and combined this with innovative
techniques to ensure sustainability of the plant species.

“It was important to find a way to collect the resin in a commercially viable way but not adversely affect the tree,”
explains Dr M N B Nair of FRLHT in the video.

Now, thanks to a new technique developed by FRLHT, grooves are first cut in the bark, a hormone painted on to
stimulate resin flow, and then only is the resin collected.

Local communities formed special Task Teams to collect various forest products as per the new practices.

To view the video, please visit http://www.traffic.org/home/2010/8/25/new-film-shows-how-communities-benefit-from-
sustainable-plan.html

India and Nepal have signed an agreement for better
management of forests along the shared border region
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Meeting in Himachal Pradesh to review the status of Kuth in
India

TRAFFIC India in association with the Himachal Pradesh Forest Department organized a meeting on 23 July 2010 in
Kullu, Himachal Pradesh to discuss issues related to the status of Kuth in India and the impact of
its listing in CITES. This one day meeting was attended by various stakeholders including forest department

officials of Himachal Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir and Uttarakhand, officials from HRDI (Herbal Research and Development
Institute) Uttarakhand, representatives from Dabur India Ltd. and Chemexil India Pvt. Ltd, traders, farmers and cultivators
from Himachal Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir and Uttarakhand.

TRAFFIC India has been invited by the CITES Secretariat to carry out a review of the status of Kuth in India and the impact
of its listing in CITES (Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora).

locally known as 'Kuth' is a robust perennial herb of the Western Himalayas, distributed over Pakistan
and India. The species has been used in traditional health systems of the region including Ayurveda, Tibetan and Chinese
Medicine, for centuries. As per the various documented uses, it is in high demand both locally and at the international
level.

was listed in Appendix I of CITES in 1985, which strictly regulates its international commercial trade. It
is also listed under Schedule IV of the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972. This offers protection to the plant species and
prohibits picking, uprooting etc. from any forest land and any area so specified by notification. The cultivation of such
plants without a licence is also prohibited.

The meeting in Himachal was to understand the impact of these legal implications on the conservation of the species in the
wild.

TRAFFIC India has been interacting with various stakeholders to understand the dynamics of the Kuth trade and will be
submitting a detailed report shortly.

Saussurea costus

Saussurea costus

Saussurea costus

New guidelines in  sustainable wild plant harvesting prove a
global success

W
orldwide application of new guidelines for sustainable harvesting of wild
medicinal, aromatic, dye and food plants and trees are charting new ways to
protect the species and their habitats and benefit the communities that
depend on them, according to a new report from world wildlife trade

monitoring network, TRAFFIC.

The report—Wild for a cure: ground-truthing a standard for sustainable management
of wild plants in the field—was released in September 2010 and details projects in
India, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Cambodia, Lesotho, Nepal, and South Africa
where new methods have been devised to protect key natural resources in the wild
whilst ensuring improvements in  the livelihoods and benefits to local people
through application of guidelines on sustainable collection from the wild.

The report stresses the importance of ensuring that all local stakeholders—from
collectors to local organizations, resource management authorities, and
businesses—are actively involved in partnership from the outset, and that clear
and realistic market channels should be identified for harvested products with
ways devised to give “added value” to products and a fair share of benefits to the
owners of traditional knowledge.

Continued on page 6
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Continued from page 5

In India, the guidelines for sustainable wild plant harvesting were implemented
in the states of Karnataka and Uttarakhand. The implementation was successful
in flagging the harvesting issues of medicinal plants at the state and national
level. For example, in Uttarakhand, the guidelines have been adopted under the
State's policy on sustainable harvesting and collection of wild medicinal plants
and on-ground positive initiatives are being undertaken to minimize the gaps
between the various stakeholders of the medicinal plant industry.

Another example of its success comes from Karnataka where a new method to
collect the valuable resin of the tree was devised. Instead of
removing the bark, killing the tree, collectors now make shallow “wishbone”
grooves in the trunk which are coated with a hormone to stimulate resin flow.

Also in India, the ISSC-MAP guidelines have been adopted by the national
working committee working for the development of the MADP (Medicinal,
Aromatic and Dye Plants) code.To download the copy of the report, please visit
http://www.traffic.org/home/2010/9/15/sustainable-wild-plant-harvesting-proves-
a-global-success.html

Ailanthus triphysa

Springdales School wins the Delhi
‘Wild Wisdom’ quiz

T
RAFFIC India and WWF-India
organized an inter-school wildlife quiz
titled 'Wild Wisdom' in New Delhi on 8

September 2010. Fourteen schools
participated in the quiz which was conducted
by renowned RJ Mr Mounish Jolly.

In between the rounds on various issues
related to wildlife, students were also shown a
film on illegal wildlife trade by TRAFFIC
India and provided an overview of the damage
this trade is causing on the country's precious
flora and fauna.

Springdales School, Pusa road, won the competition and has qualified for the
inter-city grand finale due to be held in November this year.

G
angtok police seizes 2.1 kg
of Yarsa Gumba

On 23 July 2010 Gangtok Sadar police
arrested five persons while they were
trying to sell 2.1 kg of Yarsa Gumba
illegally. The police had been tipped off
regarding the group trying to peddle
Yarsa Gumba in Sikkim's capital city. A
decoy was sent to strike a deal with the
group and after much negotiation and
despite evasive maneuvers by the
group, a deal for 270 000 per kg was
struck. When they arrived to make the
exchange, a police team in plainclothes
pounced on the group at 12:30 pm near
State Guest House and recovered the
consignment. Some members of the
group had apparently brought the Yarsa
Gumba from the high altitude region of
Lachung in North Sikkim.

`

Preserving India's Wild Heritage-
TRAFFIC India profiles its work

through images

T
RAFFIC India has released a
new brochure that outlines its
work in India through a series

of images. The brochure captures the
essence of TRAFFIC India's journey
in helping conserve India's precious
wild flora and fauna since its
inception. To view a copy, please
visit
http://www.wwfindia.org/about_wwf/enablers/traffic/downloads/

TRAFFIC India adds.......

Yarsa Gumba ,
commonly known as
(insect-grass) in India is becoming a
quiet victim of massive over-exploitation
in the country. Originally known only
from Nepal, Tibet and Sichuan, Qinghai,
Xizang and Yunnan provinces of China,
Yarsa Gumba was collected and exported
through both regulated and unregulated
channels. It is only during the last few
years that it has been found in the
higher reaches of Arunachal Pradesh
and more recently in the Garhwal and
Kumaon Himalayas in India.

Yarsa Gumba is considered a miracle
ingredient in many traditional medicines
and practitioners believe it helps to
enhance lung function, bolster the
kidney's yang energy, relieves coughs,
poor vitality, impotency, spermatorrhea,
asthma, aching joints, and reduces
sputum and the general debility caused
by long term illness.

Yarsa Gumba is not listed under the
Wildlife Protection Act of India, nor
under the EXIM Policy of India.

Cordyceps sinensis

Keera Ghaas

Continued on page 7
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Continued from page 6

Currently there is very little
information regarding the trade of
Yarsa Gumba from India. People go to
various extremes to collect this fungus.
Dharchula District in north
Uttarakhand, bordering Nepal is
believed to be one of the major
collection areas in India. People from
across Nepal also enter this area to
collect.

For more information on this trade,
please refer to TRAFFIC India's article
on Yarsa Gumba featured in TRAFFIC
Post Issue 4 (July 2008). You can view
the newsletter at
http://www.wwfindia.org/about_wwf/en
ablers/traffic/newsletter/ or at
http://www.traffic.org/regional-
newsletters/traffic_post_4.pdf.

Source:
http://voiceofsikkim.com/2010/07/24/gangto
k-police-seizes-2-1-kgs-of-yarsa-gumba/
Chandra S. Negi, Department of Zoology,
Government Postgraduate College,
Pithoragarh, Uttarakhand.

T
wo held with snake venom
in Delhi

Two men were arrested for attempting
to sell cobra venom illegally in Adarsh
Nagar in north-west Delhi on 7 August
2010  Mudhasu Vaker Rao (56) and
Anil Jain (65) were arrested for
engaging in illegal trade of venom of
King Cobra and other snakes. About
285 g of venom kept in two bottles was
seized from them.

Deputy Commissioner of police
(northwest) N S Bundela said, "The two
had received the venom from a person
named Harish and were planning to
sell it at a higher price. Harish had
reportedly promised to give them

20 00 000 if they were able to find
someone who would buy the venom.''

.

`

TRAFFIC India adds.......
The trade in snake venom is heavily
regulated and has a very limited and
niche market. Snake venom is used to
make anti-venom serum, the only cure
for snake bites.

Continued on page 8

New collaterals launched under
the “Don't Buy Trouble” campaign

T
RAFFIC
India
released

four brand new
Public Service
Announcements
(PSAs) as part of
its ongoing
“Don't Buy
Trouble”
campaign. The
posters advise
tourists to be
careful of what
they buy as
souvenirs during
their travels to
India.

Targeted at domestic and foreign tourists, they send a clear message that it is not
only the poachers and traders of endangered wildlife who are liable for
punishment under India's Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972, but also those who
purchase and use such items and ignorance of the law cannot be taken as an
excuse.

Samir Sinha, Head of TRAFFIC India, said: “In the eyes of the law, the end
consumer is as much a partner in wildlife crime as the trader or the poacher.
Tourists who inadvertently or otherwise become a party to this trade only end
up fuelling the demand. As such, their awareness and co-operation is invaluable
in curbing this illegal trade”.

“Through these posters, TRAFFIC India hopes to drive home the message that
souvenirs derived from endangered species of wildlife should not be treated as
mementos, but rather as symbols of the wanton destruction of our natural
heritage. Therefore, if in doubt, don't buy”.

The posters have been created pro bono by Titus Upputuru, Saatchi & Saatchi.
The “Don't Buy Trouble” campaign has been received very well and has been
running successfully at hotels/resorts, Tiger reserves and national parks, and
other major tourist hotspots through hoardings, posters, films, leaflets etc.

OUTPOST:

Live Tiger found in check-in
baggage in Bangkok

A
two-month old Tiger cub was found sedated and hidden among stuffed-

Tiger toys in the luggage of a woman at Bangkok's Suvarnabhumi
International Airport on 26 August 2010. The 31-year old Thai national

was scheduled to board a Mahan Air flight destined for Iran when she had
trouble checking in her oversized bag.

Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 6

Naja naja

Bungarus caeruleus

Daboia russelii

Echis carinatus

The venom is extracted from mainly
four species of snakes in India
commonly known as the “Big
Four”—the Indian Cobra ,
Common Krait ,
Russels Viper and Saw-
scaled Viper . The
venom is injected into horses in
increasing doses and then the blood is
drawn and purified. This serum
contains vital antibodies that help to
combat invasion of venom.  Romulus
Whitaker in his book, ‘Snakeman’
(1999) said “Venom is one of the most
expensive natural resources on
earth…”

However, it is not clear if there are
ready buyers for such products and if
they really do command such prices for
products from dubious, unknown
sources which may not have been
scientifically collected. Many such
attempts to buy or sell such products
are usually trying to cheat gullible
people, often by creating a hype
around such products regarding their
value and use.

Source:
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/del
hi/2-held-with-snake-
venom/articleshow/6284265.cms#ixzz0z1p
ITs31
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/rssarticl
eshow/msid-2296621,prtpage-1.cms
http://www.deccanherald.com/Content/Aug
212007/national2007082020383.asp

Continued from page 7

Airports of Thailand (AOT) staff
suspected something amiss when they
scanned the bag and x-ray images
showed an item resembling a real cat.
Officers from the Livestock
Development Department and the
National Parks, Wildlife and Plant
Conservation Department were then
called in to open the bag for inspection
and discovered the tranquilized cub.

Investigations are underway to
determine if the cub was caught from
the wild or captive-bred, who arranged
for the cub to be transported and what
was the suspect's intended final destination.

Tiger populations in Thailand and throughout Asia are critically threatened by
poaching and trade to meet the international demand for tiger parts, products
and, as illustrated in this case, even live Tigers.

This seizure demonstrates the importance of raising awareness of illegal wildlife
trade among port security personnel, who are ideally placed to detect instances
of smuggling. The CITES Secretariat issued a certificate of commendation to the
Airports of Thailand Public Company and the CITES Wildlife Checkpoint of the
National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation Department of the Government
of Thailand, at Suvarnabhumi Airport, Bangkok. It noted that such personnel in
Thailand had received training of this nature, which was delivered by the
ASEAN Wildlife Enforcement Network’s Programme Coordination Unit and
TRAFFIC, and funded by USAID.

OUTPOST :

Malaysia gets tough new wildlife
law

In August 2010, Malaysia's Parliament passed the country's tough new
Wildlife Conservation Bill 2010 which provides significantly higher
penalties and mandatory jail terms for wildlife crime.

The new law, expected to come into force by the end of this year, will replace
their 38-year-old Protection of Wild Life Act. The highest penalty in the existing
Act is a maximum fine of MYR15 000 (USD4700) or five years jail, or both, for
hunting a Sumatran Rhino, Tiger or Clouded Leopard.

Under the newly passed law, the same offence carries a minimum fine of
MYR100 000 (USD31 600), and a jail term not exceeding five years.

It provides for minimum fines, a mandatory jail sentence for setting snares and
closes loopholes by providing penalties for products containing parts of
protected species or their derivatives. It also prevents zoos from operating
without a permit.

Illegal trade in protected species such as pangolins and monitor lizards has also
been singled out for tougher penalties.

The new Bill received widespread support from the public with many writing to
their Members of Parliament asking them to support it when it was being
debated. Last year thousands of people signed a petition seeking better
protection for Malaysia's wildlife.

The drugged Tiger cub in check-in
luggage at Bangkok airport
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S
ansar Chand gets 6-yr term

On 25 August 2010, notorious wildlife
trader Sansar Chand was sentenced to
six years in jail, —the maximum
punishment prescribed under the
Wildlife Protection Act,
1972,—following a trial involving a
case relating to the seizure of a Leopard
skin 15 years ago. A fine of 50 000
was also imposed. This is the fourth
conviction for Chand.

`

Continued on page 9
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Source:
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/en
vironment/flora-fauna/Norths-Veerappan-
gets-6-yr-term-for-
poaching/articleshow/6435689.cms

CITES UPDATE:

Ministry of Environment and
Forests, Govt. of India creates

new CITES cell
Continued from page 8

TRAFFIC India adds.......

TRAFFIC India congratulates the
enforcement agencies, judiciary and all
those involved with this case. This is
clearly a landmark judgment and will
help set an example for others. Even
though the matter has taken 15 years
to reach its conclusion, it is hoped that
it will still send a strong message to
deter wildlife crime.

T
he Ministry of Environment and Forests, Govt. of India has recently
constituted a special CITES (Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora) Cell within the Ministry to

help strengthen the enforcement of the CITES regulations in the country. The
new cell will assist in the technical, administrative and legal functioning of
CITES implementation in India. It will also act on the various Decisions taken at
CITES Conferences of the Parties (CoPs) and respond to requests from the CITES
Secretariat. It is expected that this new body will better aid efforts to halt the
exploitative trade in endangered species that is threatening the ecological
security and integrity of the country. The new cell has ten members with two
NGO representatives including the Head of TRAFFIC India. The Additional
Director General of Forests (Wildlife) is the Chairman with the Member
Secretary of the National Tiger Conservation Authority, the Director of Project
Elephant and the Additional Director of the Wildlife Crime Control Bureau
amongst the members.

P
oaching gang busted, 2.5 kg of pangolin scales recovered

The pangolin has become a hot favourite with wildlife traders. In August 2010, the police busted a gang of poachers in
Kamalapur village near Hampi (Karnataka) and arrested seven men with 2.5 kg of pangolin scales destined for the
international market. Honorary wildlife warden, Bellary district, Santosh Martin  said that the demand for pangolin scales
and monitor lizards has shot up in the international market place because of their perceived medicinal value. He maintained
that around 1000 pangolins have been hunted in the last two months alone in the region and explained that the poachers get
2 kg of scales from each of the animals.

TRAFFIC India adds.......

The Indian Pangolin and the Chinese Pangolin are the two pangolin species found in
India. Within India, the Chinese Pangolin is confined to Sikkim, Arunachal Pradesh, Meghalaya, Nagaland, Assam, Manipur,
Tripura, Mizoram and northern parts of West Bengal. The Indian Pangolin is found discontinuously throughout the plains and
lower slopes of the hills from south of the Himalayas, except the north-eastern region, to Kanyakumari.

In India, both the Indian and the Chinese Pangolin enjoy the same protection status as the Tiger and are listed under Schedule I
of the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972. Internationally, both are listed in Appendix II of CITES, which strictly regulates all
international trade in the species: currently none is permitted.

The flesh of pangolins is relished by some Indian tribal communities and scales and skins are found in trade. Pangolins are the
most frequently encountered mammals seized from illegal traders in Asia. Illegal trade in Asian pangolin meat and scales has
caused the scaly anteaters to disappear from large swathes of Cambodia, Viet Nam and Lao PDR.

China has a long history of consuming pangolins as meat and in traditional medicine. Pangolin meat is considered a delicacy in
Southeast Asia and their scales are used in traditional medicine. Some pangolins are even stuffed and displayed to be sold as
curios.

Manis crassicaudata Manis pentadactyla

Source:
http://www.deccanchronicle.com/bengaluru/1000-pangolins-hunted-2-months-020
http://envfor.nic.in/news/janmar03/pangolins.pdf
www.traffic.org
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P
uma skin found in parcel sent to India from USA

On 7 August 2010, the Wildlife Crime Control Bureau (WCCB) officials opened a parcel at Kolkata's Foreign Post Office that
was sent from the United States of America to India through the U.S. Postal Service and which was labeled as containing a
rug, only to discover that it contained a complete animal  skin of what is suspected to be a puma. The WCCB officials had
previously received information that parts of a big cat were being transported through the post.

TRAFFIC India adds.......

Popularly known as the American Lion, cougar, deer tiger, Mexican lion, panther, mountain lion or catamount,
can be found in diverse habitats varying from the mountain forests 500 m above sea level to lowland swamps and

grasslands. This large, solitary cat has the greatest range of any large wild terrestrial mammal found  in the Western
Hemisphere, extending from Yukon in Canada to the southern Andes of South America.

Pumas are listed in Appendix I of the Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES), thus any international trade in this species , its parts and derivatives without the relevant  CITES
documentation is  illegal. Pumas are threatened by habitat loss and fragmentation, and poaching of their wild prey base.
They are persecuted across their range by retaliatory hunting as a consequence of livestock predation, and due to fear that
they pose as a threat to human life (IUCN Cats Red List workshop, 2007).

The seizure of the Puma skin is quite alarming as it is evidence some people are willing to bring exotic wildlife products
into the country. A full investigation is needed to determine where the parcel was heading and for what purpose.

TRAFFIC India congratulates WCCB officials for their efforts in conducting this seizure.

Pumas Felis

concolor

Source:
http://www.wisedude.com/animals/puma.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cougar
http://www.iucnredlist.org/apps/redlist/details/18868/0
http://www.thehindu.com/2010/08/16/stories/2010081660271300.htm javascript:history.go(-1)
http://mundoazul.org/habitats-species/puma/save-the-puma/

U
se of owls in black magic and sorcery driven by superstition, totems and
taboos is one of the prime drivers of the covert owl trade, finds a TRAFFIC
India investigation into the illegal trade, trapping and utilization of owls in
India.

TRAFFIC India's report entitled “Imperilled Custodians of the Night” was launched
on 2 November 2010 by Shri Jairam Ramesh, Hon. Minister of Environment and
Forests at his office in New Delhi. The prime investigator and author of the report is
ornithologist Mr Abrar Ahmed.

Hunting of and trade in all Indian owl species is banned under the Wildlife
(Protection) Act 1972 of India. While the exact number of owls traded each year
countrywide is unknown, it certainly runs into thousands of individuals and there
are anecdotal reports of owls becoming rare throughout India due to loss of suitable
habitat especially old growth forests.

Continued to page 11
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Hon. Minister Shri Jairam Ramesh (right)
releasing the report at his office in New

Delhi. Mr Samir Sinha, Head of TRAFFIC
India (left)
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Continued from page 10

In light of such reports, TRAFFIC is calling for measures including better law enforcement to curb the trade in owls immediately.

TRAFFIC also calls for raising awareness of the beneficial and vital role of owls in the ecosystem, the birds being of particular
benefit to farmers through their predation of rodents and other crop pests. The sacrifice of owls on auspicious occasions appears
to be a regular practice and TRAFFIC warns of a possible increase in owl trade and sacrifice around Diwali, the Festival of Light,

which this year is on 5 November
th

.

Shaman or black magic practitioners frequently referred to as tantriks in India, prescribe the use of owls and their body parts such
as skull, feathers, ear tuffs, claws, heart, liver, kidney, blood, eyes, fat, beak, tears, eggshells, meat and bones for ceremonial pujas
and rituals.

Of the 30 owl species recorded from India, 15 have been recorded by this study in the domestic live bird trade. Owl species most
highly sought after by traders are large species, especially those with false “ear-tufts” (actually feather extensions on the head),
which are thought to bestow greater magical properties on the birds.

However, trade includes both large (e.g. Rock Eagle-Owl) & small (e.g. Spotted Owlet) owl species inhabiting areas as varied as
urban settings and forest or riverine tracts with the main centres for the illicit trade located in Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh,
West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, Delhi, Gujarat, Rajasthan and Bihar, according to TRAFFIC.

Shri Jairam Ramesh, Hon. Minister of Environment and Forest said at the launch,
“Diwali should be a time for celebration across our nation, not one when our wildlife
is plundered to feed ignorant superstition. India's wildlife already faces many
pressures; the additional burden of being killed out of ignorance and fear is not one
that has any place in our modern society”.

“Owls are as important to our ecosystem as the Tigers or any other better known
charismatic species. It is important that the threat to the species is brought to light on
the festival of Diwali and concrete on ground action is undertaken to curb its trade”
he further added.

The TRAFFIC investigation also finds that besides black magic, owls are trapped and
traded for use in street performances; killed for taxidermy and for their meat; their
parts are used in folk medicines; even their claws and feathers are sometimes used in
headgear. Live owls are also used as decoys to catch other bird species.

For a copy of the report, please visit http://www.wwfindia.org/?4940/Black-magic-
behind-illegal-owl-trade-in-India

Parts of owls sold for folk medicinal use/black
magic
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SIGNPOST:
Other Significant news stories to read

Disclaimer: Links to external news items as given above are provided for information only and are not intended to represent TRAFFIC's policies, positions,
opinions or views on the issues raised in the item.

Nations respond to rhino poaching crisis; 20 September 2010;

The biggest animal bone trading network ever in Vietnam intercepted; 15 September2010;

Consensus on measures to conserve Saiga antelopes; 14 September 2010;

Middle East linked to falcon egg trade; 22 August 2010;

http://www.traffic.org/home/2010/9/20/nations-respond-to-
rhino-poaching-crisis.html

http://www.traffic.org/home/2010/9/20/police-in-viet-nam-uncover-wildlife-bone-trade-network.html

http://www.traffic.org/home/2010/9/14/measures-
to-conserve-saiga-antelopes-agreed.html

http://www.thenational.ae/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20100822/NATIONAL/708219862/1042
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